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Get Tested Products from  
a Leading Distributor
When you buy from AEE Solar, you  
can be confident you are getting the  
best products the industry has to offer.  
With 30 years of solar experience, we  
know which products deliver the best  
value for your money.

Plug Your Business into  
30 Years of Solar Expertise

I’m Plugged  
into AEE Solar

YVONNE KENDRICK
Axium Solar

 ”AEE Solar consistently delivers quality 
products, on time at competitive 
prices. Snap n Rack and REC Modules 
are the best of the best. AEE sales 
representatives are professional, 
responsive, and courteous.  Together 
we win!” 

The Only Wholesale  
Distributor You’ll Ever Need

800-777-6609
www.aeesolar.com
sales@aeesolar.com
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• Best in test for five out of 12 months
• Second highest overall
• 6.1% more power produced than  
   test average

REC Shines in 2010 Photon ModuleTest

www.aeesolar.com


Learn More at: ZepSolar.com

Zep System II Features:

» Eliminates Mounting Rails

» Ultra-safe Integrated Grounding

» Structurally Robust (winds up to 150mph)

» Rapid and Precise Array Leveling

» Simple to Design and Install

» Array Skirt Offers Enhanced Aesthetics

Zep System II hardware is designed for 

use with Zep Compatible PV modules. 

Zep Compatible PV modules contain the 

patented Zep Groove frame design and in-

teroperate with Zep Solar mounting and grounding hardware 

as well as other Zep Compatible installation accessories.

For a list of Zep Compatible PV modules, visit:  Zepsolar.com

Zep System II
PV Module Installation System

The Zepulator is a system design tool that allows you to confi gure arrays per site 

engineering requirements, generate bills of material, and produce project summa-

ries for thorough permit submittals. Check out the Zepulator at:  Zepulator.com

LOW
MATERIAL

COST

HUGE
LABOR

SAVINGS

U.S. Patent #7,592,537, U.S. & Int’l Patents Pending

www.zepsolar.com


Publication No. VR08703010E, September 2011

Learn more at 
www.eaton.com/solarpro

• Complete PV electrical balance of system – 
residential, commercial and utility installations

• Single source supplier – simplify your 
engineering and business processes 

• Support services – provided by hundreds of 
Eaton application and field service engineers

• A bankable partner - $13 billion 
U.S.-headquartered company backed  
by 100 years of innovation

Everything  
under the sun.

DC SWITCHING & PROTECTION SOLAR INVERTERS AC SWITCHING & PROTECTION 

VR08703010E.indd   1 10/5/11   2:16 PM

www.eaton.com/solarpro
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26  Fall Protection Systems 
Working at height presents one of the greatest dan-
gers to PV installers on the jobsite. If fall protection is 
not properly addressed, workers are put at risk while 
performing their duties, and employers are in viola-
tion of worker safety laws.
By Karl riedlinger 

52  Solar Power  
  International 2011 

In an effort to round up highlights from the 
2011 Solar Power International conference, 
we enlisted the services of seven industry 
veterans: Greg Ball, Tobin Booth, Bill Brooks, 
Scott Carlson, Blake Gleason, Marvin  
Hamon and Rebekah Hren. As a group, these  
contributors represent the full spectrum of  
downstream market segments.
Compiled By SolarPro magazine 

64  High-Capacity Battery Banks
Off-grid system designers have significant 
experience working with low- and medium- 
capacity batteries. Utilizing high-capacity 
models can reduce or eliminate the need for 
paralleling multiple series strings of batteries 
and result in more durable and efficient sys-
tems with reduced maintenance requirements.
By Christopher Freitas

70  Lead-Acid Battery Specifications
This SolarPro table includes product details for over 
200 flooded and valve regulated lead-acid batteries 
with capacities of 500 amp-hours and greater. These 
products offer integrators a wide range of solutions 
for high-capacity battery bank designs.

Contents
F e a t u r e s

February/March 2012  Issue 5.2
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52



LSX Frameless Module System 

DESIGNED BY INSTALLERS FOR INSTALLERS
877 301 3582   www.lumossolar.com

The new look of solar.

www.lumossolar.com
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f O n  t h e  C O v e r  tunde Blair, an installer for solarCity, 

works on a 3.3 kW residential array in san lorenzo, California. 

solarCity is raising the bar on fall protection and jobsite safety. 

each of its projects includes a detailed safety plan that is 

reviewed with all installers who will be on-site. in addition, 

the company provides in-depth, ongoing safety training for its 

national installation team. 

Photo by Shawn Schreiner
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Solectria Renewables, LLC is the leading U.S. based grid-tied photovoltaic 

inverter manufacturer for residential, commercial and utility-scale solar 

installations. Our versatile line of high efficiency products provide power 

solutions ranging from 1 kW residential systems to multi-megawatt 

solar farms. Solectria Renewables’ products are backed by more than 20 

years of experience in the power electronic and inverter industries and 

supported by world class warranties. All of our commercial and utility-

scale PV inverters are manufactured in the USA, ARRA compliant, Ontario 

FIT Content Compliant, and listed to UL 1741/IEEE 1547.

SMART GRID UTILITY-SCALE 
INDUSTRY LEADING INVERTERS 

real world solution: 

Size: 1.01 MW

Installer:     

Location: Haverhill, MA

Products: 2, SGI 500; String 
Combiners; SolrenView Monitoring

Date commissioned: November 2010

“We have partnered with Solectria 
Renewables on various utility-scale 
projects – we value our long term 
relationship and chose the SGI series 
inverters due to their durability, 
reliability, and high efficiencies.”

– Steve Hopkins, Project Manager, 
Fischbach & Moore

www.solren.com    |    inverters@solren.com    |    978.683.9700      

www.solren.com


Contributors
Experience + Expertise 

Rod Taylor is a founder and managing director of the Seaward 

Group, which includes Seaward Solar. Established in 1982, 

Seaward specializes in providing test and measurement 

instrumentation for a wide range of electrical testing, precision 

measurement and compliance applications in the solar PV, 

engineering, health and safety, power and manufacturing 

sectors. Taylor is a graduate electronic engineer and a fellow 

of the Institute of Electrical Engineers. He is a former chairman 

of the Confederation of British Industry North East. 

Christopher Freitas has worked in the solar industry 

since 1986 as an electrical engineer focused on off-grid 

and battery-backup systems. Before cofounding OutBack 

Power Systems, he was the director of engineering 

at Trace Engineering. For the last 4 years, Freitas has 

been working in the developing world designing and 

installing PV systems in Malaysia, Haiti, South Sudan and 

Pakistan. He lives off-grid in the Pacific Northwest with a 

microhydro/solar power system. 

Karl Riedlinger is the chairman of SEIA’s Installer Safety task 

force and the director of field engineering at SolarCity, where 

he is responsible for managing installation procedures, 

installer training and certification programs, and installation 

quality control. Prior to joining SolarCity, Riedlinger was a 

construction manager for large commercial solar installations 

at Powerlight. Riedlinger holds a BS in mechanical 

engineering, is a California-licensed general electrician and 

is NABCEP-certified in PV installation and PV technical sales. 

Bill Brooks is a registered professional engineer in both North 

Carolina and California. He has written widely used technical 

manuals for the PV industry and has consulted on a variety of 

topics—including performance, troubleshooting and training. 

Since 1992 he has focused on the analysis and testing of PV 

systems for utility-interconnected applications. His experience 

includes work on the technical review committees for the NEC 

and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 

for utility interconnection standards.

Greg Ball is a senior electrical engineer at BEW Engineering 

in San Ramon, California. He has more than 20 years 

of experience working for solar system integrators and 

engineering firms. He is responsible for the electrical design 

of more than 120 MW of PV installations in the US, Europe 

and Asia. He serves as co-convener for the IEC’s PV Balance 

of System Working Group and is active in US codes and 

standards development. 

GRID-TIED with 
Battery Backup 
with OutBack 
Power, it’s easy 
as 1, 2, 3!

To complete your OutBack 
System, include the Radian 
Series Inverter/Charger and the 
FLEXmax Charge Controller!

360 435 6030       www.outbackpower.com

2
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www.outbackpower.com


GRID-TIED with Battery Backup 
with OutBack Power, it’s easy as 1, 2, 3!

360 435 6030       www.outbackpower.com

The new OutBack Integrated Battery Rack is a standardized solution built from the 
industry’s most proven technology and materials. As consumer and commercial 
interest builds in grid-interactive and stand-alone renewable power systems, 
OutBack is ready as a one-stop resource with “batteries now included.”

• Easy to order and install
• Complete, fully assembled solution with cell interconnects and cabling
•	 Overcurrent protection on each battery string for added safety and flexibility
•	 Space saving design with compact footprint
• Accommodates up to 12 OutBack EnergyCell RE deep cycle 

front terminal batteries (sold separately)

The OutBack EnergyCell RE Front Terminal Battery is designed for high power 
density and renewable energy cycling applications.

• Front terminal access design for ease of maintenance and installation
• Thermally welded case-to-cover bond to eliminate leakage
• High-density pasted plates for high cycle life
• Lead-Calcium-Tin Alloy plates for long life in both cycling and float applications

3

www.outbackpower.com
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®New from HEYCO®…
Solar Cable Clips and Cable

Ties for Solar Installers
and Integrators

w w w. h e y c o . c o m

“Stay Connected with Heyco” Power Components

HEYClip™ SunRunner™

Cable Clips

• Robust “double-compression” 
design securely holds from 
(1) 12 gauge USE-2 to 
(2) 10 gauge PV-1000 solar wires. 
Also for use with other cables from 
.20” (5,0 mm) to .30” (7,6 mm) in diameter

• Clip is designed to provide a better method for 
PV module wire management and may be used 
wherever single or multiple cable management 
is needed

• Smooth clip edges prevent damage to cable insulation

• Locking tabs securely fasten clips to module 
extrusions or other panels

• Generous lead-in for installation without tools

• Screwdriver slot for easy removal or movement 
of clip if needed

• Neatly dresses cables on PV panel frames or 
along mounting channels

• Fits module frames up to .125” (3,2 mm) thick

• Constructed from corrosion resistant 304 
stainless steel

Heyco® SunBundler™

Cable Ties

• Extremely durable, 
vinyl jacketed Stainless 
Steel Cable Tie

• Tin plated copper crimp 
sleeve for easy field installation

• UV protected vinyl jacket is excellent for solar 
installation where product durability is required

• Use standard wire cutters to both crimp the 
sleeve and cut the excess wire

• Constructed from Commercial Aircraft Grade 
Stainless Wire with UV protected vinyl jacket

Box 517 • Toms River, NJ 08754 • P: 732-286-4336 • F: 732-244-8843

For FREE samples or product literature,
call toll free 1-800-526-4182, or visit our

website at www.heyco.com
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SOLAR
F r o m S e a w a r d

Seaward’s Solar Installation PV100 is a fully comprehensive and professional test tool that performs
simple, automated test sequences at the touch of a button. It makes testing safer by eliminating
exposure to live conductors and fully complies to state regulations and IEC 62446.

Tests include:
� Insulation Resistance � Ground Continuity
� Short Circuit Current � Open Circuit Voltage
� Polarity Test

This tester is available as part of a comprehensive total
solutions kit which includes:
� AC/DC Current Clamp � Leads and adaptors
� Support CD-ROM � Carrying case

Also available from the Solar range is the Survey Irradiance
Meter & Survey Tool and the Solar Power Clamp.

Scan with your
smartphone

Theworld’s most comprehensive test solution.
for solar photovoltaic installations.

Visit www.seawardsolar.com/solarpro
Contact our US office on (813) 886 2775
Email sales@seaward-groupusa.com

3675_Solar Pro (US)_FP_Feb-Mar2011:Layout 1  7/12/11  13:16  Page 2
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International concern regarding 
the safety and quality of PV system 

installations is growing. Incorrectly 
installed or commissioned systems can 
create a fire hazard or even increase the 
risk of electrocution. 

Consider the well-documented 
“thermal event” that occurred in 
Bakersfield, California, on April 5, 2009 
(see “The Bakersfield Fire,” February/
March 2011, SolarPro magazine). It 
is generally accepted that an unde-
tected fault-to-ground was present in 
a grounded current-carrying source-
circuit conductor at this site, and that 
this first fault set the stage for the 
eventual fire. A subsequent analysis of 
utility-owned and -operated rooftop 
PV systems in North Carolina revealed 
the presence of undetected ground 
faults in approximately 10% of the 
systems surveyed. 

Proper commissioning procedures 
are among the best defences against 
fire or electrocution hazards. While 
guidelines and best practices for PV 
system commissioning in North Amer-
ica are patchwork at best, in 2009 the 
International Electrochemical Com-
mission (IEC) published an interna-
tional standard, IEC 62446, that defines 
minimum requirements for document-
ing, commissioning and inspecting 
grid-connected PV systems. 

In this article I provide an overview 
of IEC 62446, which can be purchased  
in its entirety from the IEC website  
(iec.ch) for approximately $150. In addi-
tion to the general content outlined 
here, the standard includes informative 
appendices with model certificates, 
reports and procedures. 

While compliance with IEC 62446 
is not mandatory in North America at 
this time, the standard clearly provides 
a set of internationally recognized best 

practices for system integrators and 
O&M providers. Since these entities 
are already performing many of the 
tasks described in the standard, the 
effort and cost to harmonize internal 
practices with those outlined will be 
relatively small. Anyone engaged in the 
preparation of documents and stan-
dards for projects going out to bid will 
likely find the requirements outlined in 
IEC 62446 useful and relevant to their 
work as well. 

IEC 62446 
This international standard was 
published in March 2009. It is formally 
entitled Grid-Connected Photovoltaic 
Systems—Minimum Requirements for 
System Documentation, Commissioning 
Tests and Inspection. The emphasis on 
documentation is interesting to note. 
In effect, system documentation is the 
evidence used to demonstrate that 
appropriate precautions and tests have 
been undertaken prior to handing over 
a PV system to the property owner. 

The standard is organized into two 
parts: system documentation require-
ments and system verification  
requirements, which include inspection 
and testing.

System Documentation 
System documentation require-
ments are laid out in Clause 4, which 
describes the minimum documenta-
tion that should be provided for the 
benefit of the customer, inspector or 
maintenance technician following 
the installation of a grid-connected 
PV system. These requirements are 
organized into six categories: system 
data, wiring diagram, datasheets, 
mechanical design information, O&M 
information, and test results and com-
missioning data.

System data.  Minimum system data 
requirements outlined in IEC 62446 
include basic nameplate information 
and details that you would expect to 
find on the cover page of a PV plan set 
or a system commissioning package. 
Nameplate data requirements include 
rated system power and the manufac-
turers, models and quantities of PV 
modules and inverters. Cover page data 
requirements include contact informa-
tion for the customer, system designer 
and system installer, plus relevant 
project dates. 

Wiring diagram.  According to IEC 
62446, system documentation for a grid-
connected PV system shall include at 
minimum a single-line wiring diagram. 
A list of subsections outlines the specific 
information that needs to be included in 
the notes or tables associated with the 
wiring diagram. 

Annotations to the single-line dia-
gram must include general information 
about the quantity and type of modules, 
as well as specific details about the 
source-circuit and subarray makeup. 
IEC 62446 also requires information 
about the location and type of balance of 
system components. Details need to be 
provided regarding conductor sizes and 
overcurrent protection device ratings. 

In addition to equipment ground-
ing details, in particular module frame 
grounding, any connection to an exist-
ing lightning protection system needs to 
be identified, as do the locations, types 
and ratings of ac or dc surge protection 
devices. IEC 62446 also details minimum 
information requirements regarding the 
existing ac electrical system.

Datasheets.  Per IEC 62446, mod-
ule and inverter datasheets must be 
provided in the system documentation 
at a minimum requirement. An informa-
tional note clarifies:  c o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  1 6 

QA Quality assurance

Standardizing PV System Documentation  
and Verification 



At AE Solar Energy, we leverage over 30 years  

of power conversion heritage to bring you the  

most innovative line of PV string inverters available.  

High performance, wireless system monitoring,  

and an elegant design - backed by the industry’s  

best customer experience. 

We’re not just another solar energy company.

We’re empowering the industry.

advanced-energy.com/solarnow

http://www.advanced-energy.com/solarnow
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“The provision of datasheets for other 
significant system components should 
also be considered.”

Mechanical design.  A datasheet for 
the array mounting system needs to 
be provided, at a minimum. Where 
applicable, structural engineering docu-
ments, soil testing results and so forth 
can also be provided.

O&M information.  Meeting the 
requirements found in subsection 4.6  
of IEC 62446 (see sidebar) is inherently 
more subjective than other system 
documentation requirements. Proper 
documentation of system O&M infor-
mation depends upon the audience and 
may involve a significant investment 
in time and resources on the project 
back end. While basic O&M templates 
can be developed for residential and 
commercial clients, templates for 
commercial projects invariably require 
more customization. This is especially 
true when a facility’s maintenance 

personnel are expected to take on 
routine maintenance activities for the 
PV system. 

Test results and commissioning data.  
IEC 62446 requires that copies of test 
results and commissioning data be 
included in the documentation pack-
age. At a minimum, this must include 

the results of the verification tests out-
lined in Clause 5 of the standard.

System Verification 
The requirements laid out in Clause 
5 apply to both initial and periodic 
verification of a grid-connected PV 
system. Initial verification takes place 

QA

4.6 O&M Information 
operation and maintenance information shall be provided and shall include, at a  
minimum, the following items:
a) procedures for verifying correct system operation.
b) a checklist of what to do in case of a system failure.
c) emergency shutdown and isolation procedures.
d) Maintenance and cleaning recommendations (if any).
e) considerations for any future building works related to the pV array  
 (for example, roof works).
f) Warranty documentation for pV modules and inverters—to include starting  
 date of warranty and period of warranty.
g) documentation on any applicable workmanship or weather-tightness  
 warranties.  c
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1.888.313.5274    www.arguson.com

If your current platform only monitors solar power performance, then it’s 
just part of the solution.
Solar Power ManagementTM combines comprehensive performance 
monitoring, system alarming, and trouble ticket management with the 
support of a staffed 24/7/365 National Operations Center.

Trust your Solar PV system performance and ROI to a Fortune 500 
company that has been providing monitoring and management services company that has been providing monitoring and management services 
to over 30,000 multi-industry sites for more than 12 years. 

ArgusON

TMSolar Power Management
More than MonitoringTM

www.arguson.com
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upon completion of a 
new installation, as well 
as whenever “additions 
or alterations to exiting 
installations” are made. 
Periodic verification is 
intended to ensure that 
“the installation and all 
its constituent compo-
nents remain in a satis-
factory condition for use.” 

It is worth noting 
that IEC 62446 requires 
that a “skilled person, 
competent in verifica-
tion” perform initial or 
periodic verification. 
Section 690.4(E) of the 
National Electrical Code 
similarly requires that a 
qualified person install 
PV systems. By exten-
sion, persons verifying 
PV systems should be 

knowledgeable regarding PV systems 
and the electrical equipment used 
in their construction, and trained to 
avoid all associated hazards.

System verification is achieved 
through inspection, followed by testing. 
These steps must be documented in a 
verification report.

Inspection. The requirements found 
in this subsection are intended to be 
completed “prior to energizing the sys-
tem.” Inspection activities are broken 
into four subcategories: dc system, 
overvoltage and shock, ac system, 
and labeling and identification. While 
IEC 62446 includes a fair amount of 
detail regarding inspection require-
ments, companies should defer to the 
NEC and the local AHJ when setting 
internal quality-assurance and quality-
control standards. 

Testing.  Testing of PV systems 
should be conducted in accordance 
with NFPA 70E, Electrical Safety in the 

PV installation test  IEC 62446 describes a variety  
of techniques for shorting a string during testing 
and taking measurements using clip-on ammeters. 
However, the use of dedicated PV test instruments, 
like this Seaward Solar PV100 tester, simplifies the 
process, making it quicker and safer for technicians.
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With fiberglass-reinforced enclosures from Allied Moulded 
Products, you’ll get outstanding protection from the elements  
even while you are harnessing their power. Made with our exclusive 
Ultraguard® formulation that withstands the harshest extremes 
in temperature and UV radiation—it’s the right solution in any 
environment. Now backed by the industry’s most comprehensive 
warranty, other alternatives simply don’t compare.   

To learn more, visit alliedmoulded.com.

Allied 
for Your 

Needs

222 North Union Street
Bryan, Ohio 43506

(419) 636.4217 
(419) 636.2450 FAX

 

© 2011 Allied Moulded Products, Inc. 

Your ProtectioN iN 
solAr Power 

*Results confirmed by independent lab tests of leading enclosure manufacturers.

Ultraguard® resists yellowing, 
changes in gloss, and discoloration*.

ALLM064 Industrial Ads Solar.indd   1 2/4/11   9:41 AM

www.alliedmoulded.com
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QA

Workplace, published by the National 
Fire Protection Association. To miti-
gate electrical hazards, workers must 
employ personal protective equipment 
commensurate with the electrical 
energy present, follow proper proce-
dures and use appropriate tools.

IEC 62446 requires that the ac cir-
cuits be tested first, then the following 
six dc circuit tests be performed, prefer-
ably in this order:

1. Test continuity of equipment- 
 grounding conductors and  
 system-grounding conductors  
 (if applicable).

2. Test polarity of all dc cables and  
 check for correct cable identifica- 
 tion and connection.

3. Test open-circuit voltage [Voc]  
 for each PV source circuit.

4. Test short-circuit current [Isc]  
 for each PV source circuit.

5. Test functionality of major  
 system components (switchgear,  
 controls, inverters), including  
 inverter anti-islanding.

6. Test the insulation resistance of  
 the dc circuit conductors.

The methods for performing these 
tests are generally familiar to all electri-
cians. However, difficulties may arise 
if the technician is unaware of the 
extent to which PV circuits need to be 
segmented and isolated for these tests 
to be performed properly. Therefore, it 
is important that anyone performing 
these tests be specifically qualified with 
regard to PV systems. 

Combinations of standard electrical 
test equipment can be used to complete 
the required tests, such as a megohm 
meter paired with either a digital mul-
timeter or a clamp meter. Increasingly, 
specialized test equipment is available 
for PV applications. For example, the 
PV100 solar installation test kit from 
Seaward Solar includes everything 
needed to test to IEC 62446: a continuity 
and insulation resistance tester, a digital 
multimeter and a dc current clamp. 

While IEC 62446 does not specify 
the order of the tests, there is logic 
behind the order that it recommends. 
For example, if equipment is properly 
bonded to earth, then it is inherently 
safer to work around in the event of 
a fault; and if polarity tests are not 
completed before functional tests are 
performed, then equipment may be 
damaged at start-up due to reverse 
polarity or overvoltage. 

Note that in the event that a test 
indicates a fault, the standard requires 
that all previous tests be repeated 
after the fault is rectified. This is 
because the fault may have influenced 
earlier test results.

The subsections related to the 
specific dc circuit tests provide instruc-
tions on how to perform the verifica-
tion tests, as well as how to interpret 
the results. For example, IEC 62446 
describes two short-circuit test pro-
cedures, the results of which can be 
measured using either an in-line or a 
clamp-on ammeter. Similarly, two test 
methods are provided for the PV array 
insulation test, as well as a recom-
mended procedure and a table for 
interpreting the results (see Table 1).

The two PV source-circuit tests 
are not intended to measure array 
performance, which means that I-V 
curve traces are not required. Instead, 

the intent is to simply verify that the 
installation is correct by comparing 
expected Voc and Isc results to mea-
sured values. Ideally, the results of  
all of the source-circuit measure-
ments should be within 5% of one 
another. To make this comparison 
with confidence, you must have 
stable irradiance conditions. For best 
results, the measurements should be 
normalized using an irradiance meter 
reading. (See “PV System Commis-
sioning,” October/November 2009, 
SolarPro magazine.)

 Verification reports. Once the PV 
system is inspected and tested, IEC 
62446 requires that a verification 
report be prepared. The report must 
summarize the system information 
and also provide relevant names and 
addresses. Each circuit that has been 
inspected and tested must be listed. 
A record of each inspection must be 
provided, as well as a record of the 
individual test results for each cir-
cuit. The recommended interval until 
the next periodic verification must 
be identified. Lastly, signatures are 
required for the person(s) responsible 
for the current round of inspection, 
testing and reporting. 

—Rod Taylor / Seaward Solar / Tampa, FL /  
seawardsolar.com 

Table 1  Insulation resistance test results are satisfactory, according to the test 
methods and procedure outlined in IEC 62446, if they are not less than the values 
shown here.

Test method

System 
voltage 

(Voc x 1.25) 

Test 
voltage

 (V)

Minimum 
insulation 
resistance 

(MΩ)

Test method 1: Separate tests to array positive and 
array negative

<120 250 0.5

120–500 500 1

>500 1,000 1

Test method 2: Array positive and negative shorted 
together

<120 250 0.5

120–500 500 1

>500 1,000 1

Minimum Values of Insulation Resistance
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Kohl Christensen, Oahu, Hawaii

“I have been traveling to remote 

locations on surf trips for years 

and now, after becoming a solar 

contractor and teaming up with 

SolarWorld, it feels really good 

to be able to travel back to these 

spots and share some of my 

knowledge... I am glad I can help.”

Partnering with America’s largest 

solar panel manufacturer allows 

Kohl to chase big waves and 

spread his passion for solar. Find 

out how becoming a SolarWorld 

Authorized Installer can help you 

achieve a work-life balance at 

SolarWorld.com.

Big wave surfer.
SolarWorld Authorized Installer.
Work-life balance achieved.

www.solarworld.com
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the Wire Industry Currents

EaglEViEw OffErs 
rOOf Mapping  
sOlar rEpOrts

[Bothell, WA]    EagleView Technologies, which 
provides 3-D aerial measurement services and 
reports, recently introduced the EagleView Solar 
Report for measuring residential and commercial 
rooftops. The site-specific report includes aerial 
images (top, N, S, E and W) and multiple roof 
diagrams to provide roof dimensions, available 
area, azimuth and pitch. The available informa-
tion can help in estimating array size, locations 
and annual energy production. Reports can be 
ordered online and are customizable to include 
your company logo and specific color schemes. 
Pricing starts at $25 for residences and $75 for 
commercial buildings.

EagleView Technologies / 866.659.8439 / eagleview.com

REFUsol Inverters Earn 
UL Certification 
[San Jose, CA]     REFU Solar Electronics (REFUsol GmbH) announced that its 012-024K-UL 
inverter series successfully passed the UL testing process for utility-interactive inverters. The trans-
formerless inverters were developed for the North American market and tested in accordance  
with UL 1741 and IEEE 1547 standards. The four approved models are rated at 12 kW, 16 kW,  
20 kW and 24 kW and are designed for 3-phase, 480 Vac grid interconnection. These high-
efficiency (98.2% peak) and lightweight (108 pounds) units have a 125–450 Vdc MPPT range and 
contain an integrated datalogger. The California Energy Commission (CEC) recently approved all 
four inverter models per SB1 guidelines.

REFU Solar Electronics / 408.790.2022 / refusol.com

SOLON Introduces  
Low-Slope Racking System 
[Tucson, AZ]    SOLON Corporation recently launched the SOLquick 
commercial roof array solution. The system integrates a frameless 
285 W or 280 W SOLON PV module with a nonconductive Fibrex 
racking system. Fibrex is a composite material manufactured by the 
Anderson Corporation that contains reclaimed wood fiber and a 
thermoplastic polymer. The result is a lightweight system weighing 
less than 2.8 psf. The units have a fixed 10° tilt angle, are compat-
ible with most roof types and can be self-ballasting, ballasted or 
mechanically attached. The combination of frameless modules and 
nonconductive racking eliminates the requirement for equipment 
grounding. The product is ETL listed and UL 1703 certified. CEC 
eligibility is pending. The SOLquick system carries a  
10-year product warranty and a 25-year  
performance guarantee.

SOLON Corporation / 520.807.1300 /  

solon.com



The Future of Solar Technology
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Whether you’re powering a single remote cabin or providing electricity for an entire village, the 
SMA Sunny Island solar inverter is the solution to your off-grid and battery back-up needs. The 
Sunny Island series was designed for AC coupled applications and can be used independently 
or together in parallel for easy expansion. Industry-best effi ciency, robust surge capabilities and 
exceptional reliability assure unmatched performance. See why the Sunny Island is the gold 
standard in off-grid and battery management systems.

The Sunny Island. Ask for it by name.

www.SMA-America.com

http://www.sma-america.com
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the Wire
KacO launchEs 10 Kw  
transfOrMErlEss inVErtEr 
[San Francisco]   Kaco new energy’s XP10U-H4 inverter 
is the latest addition to the company’s North American 
transformerless inverter line. The unit is designed for 
3-phase, 480 Vac interconnec-
tion and features dual MPPT 
inputs with a full-power operat-
ing range of 280–550 Vdc. The 
transformerless design results 
in a lightweight (88 pounds) 
inverter with a maximum effi-
ciency of 98%. CEC eligibility is 
pending. The inverter’s chassis 
is constructed of aluminum 
with a removable bottom plate 
that allows for custom conduit 
entry locations. Both dc and ac 
inputs have surge protection 
devices for additional inverter 
protection. The inverter 
includes a built-in web server 
that allows operators to view 
and monitor performance data 
remotely. The XP10U-H4 carries 
a 10-year warranty; extended warranties of 15 and 20 
years are available.

Kaco new energy / 415.931.2046 / kaco-newenergy.com

Draker Releases Solar 
Resource Assessor 
[Burlington, VT]   Draker Laboratories has introduced a new tool 
designed for PV developers and financiers. The Solar Prospector is a 
stand-alone data acquisition instrument that records solar resource 
and weather data at proposed array locations. Collected data is 
uploaded to a web-based interface that allows the user to either view 
the data online or download the data for incorporation into third-
party forecasting and modeling tools. The site-specific monitoring 
tools include plane of array and global horizontal pyronometers, 
ambient and module temperature sensors, and wind speed and 
direction sensors. To ensure uninterrupted data storage, the Solar 
Prospector includes redundant data collection and a backup battery.

Draker Laboratories / 866.486.2717 / drakerlabs.com

Schletter FS Ground Mount 
Achieves ETL Listing 

[Tucson, AZ]    The FS line of ground mounts from  
Schletter has been enhanced with the addition of mod-
ule clamps listed by ETL. The Rapid2+ Grounding Middle 
Clamp complies with UL 1703, CAN/ULC-ORD-C 1703 
and UL 2703 by integrating a grounding pin that electrically 
bonds the modules to the rack. Wire management options 
that integrate with the racking system are available. To 
assist with system design and installation, Schletter  
offers complete structural calculation services. Schletter 
also offers geotechnical testing for the pile-driven posts 
associated with the FS system.

Schletter / 520.289.8700 / schletter.us
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Sign Up Today!
Mail or Scan to rewards@ontility.com

Your Name: ______________________________

Company: _______________________________

Phone Number: __________________________

Email: __________________________________

Boost your profits and increase your customer base 
with the ONTILTY solar installer rewards program. 
As your purchases add up, you will be eligible to re-
deem your reward dollars in the form of a pre-paid 
credit card or equipment of equivalent value. The more 
that you purchase, the more your business grows.

It’s as Easy as 1-2-3 to Get Started!
Complete this form to sign up

Mail to address below or scan to rewards@ontility.com

Start redeeming your reward dollars!

For More Information please call 1-877-858-7479  
or visit ontility.com/installer-rewards

fold here

cut here

Mail to: Rewards
3403 N. Sam Houston Parkway West  
Suite #300  
Houston, TX 77086

Or Scan to: rewards@ontility.com

Boost Your Profit  
and Increase Your  

Customer Base!

Connecting the Last Mile of the Solar Industry!      1.877.858.7479 Call Today

1

2

3

SOLAR PRODUCTSSOLAR TRAINING SUPPORT SERVICES SOLAR SOLUTIONS

Ruben Salinas Jr.

www.ontility.com/installer-rewards
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Unirac Introduces Utility-Scale 
Tracking System 
[Albuquerque, NM]    Unirac, an established manufacturer of fixed-roof and 
ground-mounted racking systems, has added a tracked solution to its product 
line. The ISYS Single Axis Tracker is designed for utility-scale PV projects with 
an emphasis on site flexibility and reduced maintenance. The tracker’s combina-
tion of steel cross-sections and a truss-based mounting structure allows for long 
span distances that reduce both the number and the size of the foundations. For 
precise tracking, the system uses GPS and tilt sensors to control the array posi-
tion. A hydraulic drive system and maintenance-free bearings are used to increase 
reliability. The control system monitors wind and temperature to properly regulate 
stow conditions when necessary. Wind tunnel tests were performed to validate the 
tracker’s design for up to 120-mph winds. The ISYS Single Axis Tracker includes a 
20-year warranty.

Unirac / 505.242.6411 / unirac.com

clEan pOwEr financE 
and sOlMEtric  
intEgratE tOOls 
[San Francisco and Sebastopol, CA]    Integrators 
can now use the shading analysis and equip-
ment performance modeling programs offered 
by Solmetric directly in the financing and sales 
tools offered by Clean Power Finance (CPF). In 
addition, the two companies have partnered to offer a site measurement 
tool that assists in PV system design by analyzing information such as 
the available roof area for modules and the array orientation and layout. 
The combination of the two tools allows integrators to design residential 
systems and create branded sales proposals. To promote the partnership, 
CPF is offering solar installers 18 months same-as-cash financing on the 
Solmetric SunEye 210 when bundled with a CPF license.

Clean Power Finance / 866.525.2123 / cleanpowerfinance.com

Solmetric / 707.823.4600 / solmetric.com

HellermannTyton 
Offers Solar  
Installation Labels 
[Milwaukee, WI]    HellermannTyton 
North America, a longtime player in the 
identification and fasteners industry, 
has introduced preprinted and cus-
tomizable solar installation labels. The 
preprinted labels provide blank boxes 
for system-specific ratings to be filled 
in with permanent marker. They can 
be ordered in quantities of 25 to 50 per 
roll. HellermannTyton’s desktop and 
soon-to-be-released handheld thermal 
transfer printers make it possible to 
print custom labels in the office or on 
a jobsite. In addition, the company’s 
Tagprint Pro software option provides 
templates that can be edited to create 
custom labels that meet NEC and Inter-
national Fire Code (IFC) standards. The 
labels are made with UV-stable inks 
and materials and can adhere to baked 
enamel and powder-coated enclosures, 
as well as a variety of other surfaces.

HellermannTyton North America / 800.537.1512 / 

hellermann.tyton.com



(805) 540-6999
www.snapnrack.com 
sales@snapnrack.com

SnapNrack systems work
 with all leading PV module brands

 in pitched roof, metal roof and 
ground installations.

Homeowners love our sleek lines.
You’ll appreciate the bottom line.

SLEEK.  STRONG.  FAST.

Your customers will be delighted by 

the clean, � nished edges of their 

solar electric system. And you’ll spend less 

time on the roof, thanks to SnapNrack’s 

many design-integrated time and money 

savers – innovations like one-wrench-� ts-

all fasteners, a no-ties wire management 

system,  universal module clamps, and 

snap-in channel nuts.

Contact us today to � nd out how we can 

help you sell more systems with less hassle.

SnapNrack 

supports a quarter 

million modules 

and counting!

www.snapnrack.com
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Protection Systems
By Karl Riedlinger
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A
ccording to preliminary data provided by the Bureau of Labor  
Statistics, 635 workplace fatalities from falls occurred in 2010, 
down from a high of 847 in 2007. Of all the industries tracked,  
construction had the highest number of total fatalities in 2010—
and 260 of the 751 construction fatalities recorded last year were 

the result of falls. 
While these statistics are sobering, they tell only part of the story. The major-

ity of workplace accidents are not fatal, but instead cause injuries resulting in lost 
worker income, lost company revenue, increased insurance rates and potentially 
lifelong health problems for injured workers. Understanding the hazards present 
on the jobsite and addressing them through proper training, planning and safe 
work practices is in the best interests of both employers and employees.

In this article I outline the laws and best practices for fall protection systems 
under federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regula-
tions. Some states have their own laws and rules of procedure that conflict with 
federal standards and require clear interpretation and guidance from state 
authorities. Where a state workplace safety program is in place, those laws take 
precedence over federal OSHA law. OSHA inspectors have historically consid-
ered PV installation to be a construction operation, regardless of any similarity 
to other classifications like roofing.

This article is intended solely to bring awareness to the risks and regulations 
governing fall protection in the workplace and is not a substitute for proper 
hazard evaluation, planning and training. You should use this article for refer-
ence only and research the laws applicable in your state.

Protection Systems

OSHA Fall Protection  
Standards 

E very employer should be intimately familiar with the requirements of the 
OSHA regulations governing the work they perform. The following is a 

brief introduction to the fall protection standards governing PV installations. 
The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 1926, Title 29, applies to 

the construction industry in general, including PV installation activities. “Part 
1926—Safety and Health Regulations for Construction,” or OSHA Standard 29 
CFR 1926, includes 30 subparts (Subpart A through Subpart DD). Subpart M 
specifies fall protection requirements for the construction industry. Within Sub-
part M, there are four standards (1926.500 through 1926.503) and five optional 
appendixes (1926 Subpart M App A through 1926 Subpart M App E). 

The specific standards that make up the federal OSHA requirements found 
in “1926 Subpart M—Fall Protection” are:

1926.500—Scope, application and definitions applicable to Subpart M
1926.501—General requirements
1926.502—Fall protection systems criteria and practices
1926.503—Training requirements

The OSHA website (osha.gov) contains the complete text for OSHA Stan-
dard 29 CFR 1926, including the fall protection regulations and recommenda-
tions found in Subpart M. {

Working at height 
presents one of the greatest 

dangers to PV installers on 

the jobsite. If fall protection 

is not properly addressed, 

workers are put at 
risk while performing  

their duties, and employers 

are in violation of 
worker safety laws. 
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When to Use Fall Protection 
Standard 1926.501 requires that employers 
provide fall protection systems whenever 
workers are exposed to fall hazards of 6 feet 
or greater to the ground or a lower level. This 
not only includes roofs in general, but also 
all unprotected roof sides and edges, leading 
edges, skylights, openings greater than 2 inches 
in their least dimension, work platforms, aerial 
lifts, hoist areas, excavations, formwork and 
reinforcing steel, ramps, runways and other 
walkways, dangerous equipment, and walking 
or working surfaces not otherwise addressed. 
Skylights are commonly overlooked fall haz-
ards in rooftop PV installations and can some-
times be difficult to cover or protect. Other 
areas that present fall hazards—scaffolds, lad-
ders, steel erections, cranes and so on—are covered in more 
detail in dedicated CFR 1926 subparts.

Standard interpretation. One of the biggest challenges to 
maintaining OSHA compliance is interpreting and applying 

OSHA regulations. Careful 
consideration is often required 
to understand exactly what 
a standard means, when to 
apply it and whom to apply it 
to, let alone how to actually 
execute it in the field. In the 
interest of protecting workers, 
I advocate taking a conserva-
tive approach.

One of the best resources 
for employers and employees 
struggling with an interpre-
tation is the OSHA website, 
which provides an extensive 
archive of standard interpreta-
tion letters. For example, there 

are 16 standard interpretation letters that relate specifically to 
Section 1926.501(b)(1), which concerns unprotected sides and 
edges. You can access these interpretation letters by follow-
ing hyperlinks within the standard itself or by searching the 

archives by the standard number or 
publication date. These letters should 
be studied as closely as the standards. 

OSHA also offers compliance 
assistance and consultation services 
that are separate from its enforcement 
activities. You can ask questions and 
even schedule an on-site consultation 
without triggering an inspection or 
citation. For compliance assistance, 
simply call your local OSHA office 
and ask for a compliance assistance 
specialist (contact information is on 
the OSHA website). You can also find 
information about OSHA’s free On-
site Consultation Program online.

Exceptions. The first section of 
Standard 29 CFR Part 1926 Sub-
part M, which concerns the scope 
and application of the standard, 
is a good example of how certain  
regulations can be confusing. Sec-
tion 1926.500(a)(1) contains this 
exception: “The provisions of this 
subpart do not apply when employ-
ees are making an inspection, 
investigation, or assessment of work- 
place conditions prior to the actual 
start of construction work or after 
all construction work has been com-
pleted.”  C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  3 0

Fal l  Protection Systems

“The best fall protection 

approach is a well-trained 

leader who will use any 

or all of the fall arrest  

or fall restraint methods 

at their disposal, as this 

perpetuates safe  

working practices.”

—Brian Thorne, Mainstream 

Energy and REC Solar

Safety planning  Each installation should have a detailed safety plan that is reviewed 
with all installers at the beginning of the workday. SolarCity developed the plan pic-
tured here for the job depicted in this article’s photos. It includes restricted access 
areas (yellow), fall arrest zones (red triangles), fall restraint zones (blue circles), anchor 
points, ladder locations and specific notes related to the project.
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/ Battery Charging Systems / Welding Technology / Solar Electronics

/ As an industry-leading producer of solar inverters, the service we provide to our world-
wide customers and clients adheres to the very highest standards. How do we do this? 
Through our unique Fronius Service Program and our world-class technical support 
network. Offering on-site PC board replacements allows us to guarantee unparalleled 
service response rates – through our exclusive Fronius Authorized Service Providers. 
Our vision: to fully utilize renewable energy to foster self-sufficiency in energy in an 
economically viable way. Want to know more? Visit www.fronius-usa.com

http://www.fronius-usa.com
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According to this section, certain workers may be exempt 
from fall protection requirements based on the type of work 
they are performing or the stage of completion. The diffi-
culty in interpreting this exception lies in the definitions. For 
example, what is considered “construction work” and what 
is considered to take place “prior to” or “after” actual con-
struction activities? 

Regardless of how you parse it, it is likely that the same 
fall hazards exist for any worker at a given site at all times. 
Section 1926.500(a)(1) may seem to provide an easy out to 
employers wanting to meet minimum requirements and 
avoid setting up costly fall protection systems. However, is 
an exemption that allows workers to be exposed to fall risks 
in the best interests of the workers and the employer? If a 
serious accident were to occur, could the company defend 
its policies against litigation by simply citing this exception? 

After reading the standards and the letters of interpre-
tation, my thinking on this subject is conservative. Serious 
consideration should be given before allowing any worker to 
face fall hazards or unsafe situations without enacting the 
highest possible level of protection. This not only requires 
proper fall protection equipment, but also appropriate fall 
protection plans and personnel who are trained to safely 
execute them.

I strongly advocate for a 100% fall protection policy: 
All workers are expected to use proactive fall protection 
measures when exposed to fall hazards over 6 feet, with no 
exception. The only time a worker can get on a roof without 
fall protection measures in place is during the initial assess-
ment and when the fall protection system is installed.

Brian Thorne, the corporate safety manager for Main-
stream Energy and REC Solar, observes, “When a 100% fall 

Anchorage: a secure point of attachment for lifelines, lan-
yards or deceleration devices.

Body harness: straps that may be secured about the 
employee in a manner that will distribute the fall arrest 
forces over at least the thighs, pelvis, waist, chest and 
shoulders, with means for attaching the harness to other 
components of a personal fall arrest system.

Competent person: one who is capable of identifying exist-
ing and predictable hazards in the surroundings or working 
conditions that are unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous 
to employees, and who has authorization to take prompt 
corrective measures to eliminate them. [Defined in Section 
1926.32(f).] 

Connector: a device that is used to couple (connect) parts 
of the personal fall arrest system and positioning device 
systems together. it may be an independent component 
of the system, such as a carabiner, or it may be an  
integral component of part of the system (such as a 
buckle or D-ring sewn into a body belt or body harness, 
or a snap hook spliced or sewn to a lanyard or self-
retracting lanyard).

Controlled-access zone: an area in which certain work (for 
example, overhand bricklaying) may take place without the 
use of guardrail systems, personal fall arrest systems or 
safety net systems, where access to the zone is controlled.

Deceleration device: any mechanism, such as a rope 
grab, rip-stitch lanyard, specially woven lanyard, tearing 
or deforming lanyards, automatic self-retracting lifelines or 

lanyards, and so on, which serves to dissipate a substan-
tial amount of energy during a fall arrest, or otherwise limits 
the energy imposed on an employee during fall arrest.

Deceleration distance: the additional vertical distance a fall-
ing employee travels, excluding lifeline elongation and free- 
fall distance, before stopping, from the point at which the 
deceleration device begins to operate. it is measured as 
the distance between the location of an employee’s body 
belt or body harness attachment point at the moment of 
activation (at the onset of fall arrest forces) of the decelera-
tion device during a fall, and the location of that attachment 
point after the employee comes to a full stop.

Free fall: the act of falling before a personal fall arrest system 
begins to apply force to arrest the fall.

Free-fall distance: the vertical displacement of the fall arrest 
attachment point on the employee’s body belt or body 
harness between the onset of the fall and just before 
the system begins to apply force to arrest the fall. This 
distance excludes deceleration distance and lifeline or 
lanyard elongation, but includes any deceleration device 
slide distance or self-retracting lifeline or lanyard extension 
before they operate and fall arrest forces occur.

Guardrail system: a barrier erected to prevent employees 
from falling to lower levels.

Hole: a gap or void 2 inches or more in its least dimension, in 
a floor, roof, or other walking or working surface.

Lanyard: a flexible line of rope, wire rope, or strap that gener-
ally has a connector at each end for connecting the body 

Glossary of Common Fall Protection Terms
Except as otherwise noted, the following definitions are adapted from Subpart M of the “Safety and Health Regulations for  
Construction” in Section 1926.500(b).

Fal l  Protection Systems
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protection policy is not in place, site personnel tend to focus 
on identifying situations in which fall protection may not be 
feasible rather than just implementing it.” That sort of on-
the-fly decision-making is counterproductive, and the best 
way to eliminate it is to streamline the decision-making pro-
cess with a blanket 100% fall protection policy.

Fall Protection Planning 
OSHA requires that a competent person develop a site-
safety plan for every project that a work crew is assigned to. 
As defined by OSHA, a competent person is both capable of 
identifying jobsite hazards and has the authority to eliminate 
them by implementing appropriate corrective measures. (See 
“Glossary of Common Fall Protection Terms” below.) Within 
the context of Standard 29 CFR 1926 Subpart M specifically, a 

competent person has knowledge of applicable fall protection 
standards and is trained to identify and mitigate predictable 
fall hazards.

For a competent person to develop a site-safety plan, he or 
she must first undertake a job hazard analysis (see Resources 
for OSHA guidelines). This analysis includes determining if a 
fall risk is present and, if so, detailing the protective measures 
required to eliminate the risk. 

“In terms of developing and implementing a fall protec-
tion plan, commercial jobs on low-slope roofs are relatively 
simple to manage,” notes Thorne. “Industrial fall protec-
tion equipment is available and job duration is long enough 
to establish a team environment and a culture of safety,” he 
continues. “Residential pitched roofs present the greatest 
safety program challenge: Each one is different; on-site time is 
short; the schedule can be stressful enough to encourage risky 

belt or body harness to a deceleration device, lifeline  
or anchorage.

Leading edge: the edge of a floor, roof or formwork for a floor 
or other walking or working surface (such as the deck), which 
changes location as additional floor, roof decking or formwork 
sections are placed, formed or constructed. A leading edge is 
considered to be an “unprotected side and edge” during periods 
when it is not actively and continuously under construction.

Lifeline: a component consisting of a flexible line for connection 
to an anchorage at one end to hang vertically (vertical lifeline), 
or for connection to anchorages at both ends to stretch 
horizontally (horizontal lifeline), which serves as a means of 
connecting other components of a personal fall arrest system 
to the anchorage.

Opening: a gap or void in a wall or partition, 30 inches or more 
high and 18 inches or more wide, through which employees 
can fall to a lower level.

Personal fall arrest system: a system used to arrest an 
employee in a fall from a working level. it consists of an 
anchorage, connectors and body harness, and may also 
include a lanyard, deceleration device, lifeline, or suitable 
combinations of these. As of January 1, 1998, the use of a 
body belt for fall arrest was prohibited.

Positioning device system: a body belt or body harness 
system rigged to allow an employee to be supported on an 
elevated vertical surface, such as a wall, and work with both 
hands free while leaning against that surface.

Qualified person: one who, by possession of a recognized 
degree, certificate or professional standing, or who by exten-
sive knowledge, training and experience, has successfully 
demonstrated his ability to solve or resolve problems relating 
to the subject matter, the work or the project. [Defined in 
Section 1926.32(m).] 

Rope grab: a deceleration device that travels on a lifeline and 
automatically, by friction, engages the lifeline and locks so 
as to arrest the fall of an employee. A rope grab usually 
employs the principle of inertial locking, cam or level locking, 
or both.

Safety-monitoring system: a safety system in which a com-
petent person is responsible for recognizing and warning 
employees of fall hazards.

Self-retracting lifeline or lanyard: a deceleration device 
containing a drum-wound line that can be slowly extracted 
from, or retracted onto, the drum under slight tension during 
normal employee movement, and that, after the onset of a 
fall, automatically locks the drum and arrests the fall.

Snap hook: a connector comprised of a hook-shaped mem-
ber with a normally closed keeper or similar arrangement, 
which may be opened to permit the hook to receive an 
object and, when released, automatically closes to retain 
the object. [Note that since January 1, 1998, it has been 
mandated that snap hooks used as part of personal fall 
arrest systems and positioning device systems must be the 
locking type.]

Toeboard: a low protective barrier that prevents the fall of mate-
rials and equipment to lower levels and provides protection 
from falls for personnel.

Unprotected sides and edges: any side or edge (except at 
entrances to points of access) of a walking or working sur-
face, such as a floor, roof, ramp, or runway, where there is no 
wall or guardrail system at least 39 inches high.

Warning-line system: a barrier erected on a roof to warn  
employees that they are approaching an unprotected roof 
side or edge, designating an area in which roofing work may 
take place without the use of guardrail or safety net systems 
to protect employees. {
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shortcuts; and safety supervisors may not be able to visit each 
job while it is under construction.”

Fall protection planning is not only project specific but 
also site specific. A unique job hazard analysis is required for 
each site, and every project must have a unique site safety 
plan as a result. Granted, a company that installs a large 
number of similar-size PV systems on similar pitched-roof 
surfaces may decide to reuse the same type of fall protec-
tion system multiple times. However, unless each dwelling is 
identical, each project requires a unique fall protection plan, 
specifying site-specific anchor point locations, ladder access 
points, exclusion zones and rescue plans.

It is the competent person’s job to develop this site- 
specific safety plan and call out the appropriate fall protec-
tion based on his or her knowledge and experience. Selec-
tion of the fall protection system can be based on a number 
of variables, including the type of work to be performed; 
work area accessibility; work area surface, size, height and 
shape; presence of other objects, features and hazards in the 
work area; type of structure; available attachment points; 
worker training or certification; hardware availability; and 
what system provides the highest level of protection based 
on the type of fall hazard. 

After the competent person has written a site safety 
plan, all on-site workers need instruction regarding the 
plan. Workers must have the proper training and experience 
to execute what is asked of them. Any subsequent changes 
to the plan must be documented and communicated to the 
workers immediately. For the changes to take effect, workers 

must receive any additional training or retraining required. 
It is common practice to have sign-in sheets associated with 
each project’s site plan. Workers’ signatures confirm that 
everyone has reviewed the site-specific safety plan and has 
the proper training to execute their duties.

Proper documentation and record keeping is critical. 
It is good practice to have training and certification docu-
ments readily available for all on-site workers so that super-
visors can quickly verify that workers are properly trained to 
comply with OSHA safety rules. Even the best safety plan is 
ineffective if workers choose to ignore it and are allowed to 
do so, or if they do not implement the plan properly. 

Fall Protection Systems
According to Dean McKenzie, a safety and health specialist 
at OSHA’s Office of Construction Services, one of the biggest 
misperceptions regarding fall protection is that there is a 
one-size-fits-all solution that employers can utilize to pro-
tect their workers.  

Whichever fall protection systems or components you 
select, make sure they are used according to the hard-
ware manufacturers’ instructions and in accordance with 
applicable OSHA regulations. While any fall protection 
system is probably better than none, an incorrectly cho-
sen or improperly used system—one that fails to pro-
tect the workers—may offer a false sense of security or 
even increase the hazard. Also make sure that workers 
are properly trained in the use of the  C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  3 4 
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Portable guardrail  Temporary, nonpenetrating guard-
rail systems are ideal for commercial PV installations 
on low-slope roofs. These systems are engineered for 
OSHA compliance and provide a high level of protection 
for workers.

Safety net  While safety net systems are covered in Section 
1926.502(c), they are not commonly used in most retrofit PV instal-
lations—except for guarding skylights as shown here. Note that 
some state plans, like Cal/OSHA do not currently allow for the use 
of safety nets over skylights, requiring the use of guardrails instead.

Fal l  Protection Systems
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system and that the system is 
inspected regularly to ensure its 
reliability and performance. 

Passive versus active systems. In 
general, fall protection systems can 
be divided into two main catego-
ries: passive and active. Fall protec-
tion systems that need no input or 
action from the worker are referred 
to as passive systems. Once set up, 
a passive fall protection system—
such as guardrails or safety nets—
keeps workers from encountering 
the fall hazard. Fall protection sys-
tems that require a higher level of 
awareness or participation on the 
workers’ part are referred to as 
active systems. Fall arrest systems, 
fall restraint systems and position-
ing device systems are all examples 
of active fall protection systems.

OSHA’s hierarchy of control 
seeks to increase the effective-
ness and sustainability of safety 
measures by minimizing employee participation and super-
vision. (See “Implementing a Successful Safety Program,” 
October/November 2011, SolarPro magazine.) Following this 
logic, the first and best strategy is to eliminate a hazard—for 
example, by designing a ground-mounted PV system at the 
site, if possible. Assuming that engineering controls such 
as this are not possible, passive fall protection systems are 
preferable to active systems. Because passive systems do not 
require worker input or monitoring as active systems do, 
they provide a more reliable level of protection. 

Note that OSHA considers warning-line systems, controlled-
access zones and safety-monitoring systems (see the glossary, 
pp. 30–31) to be alternatives to conventional fall protection. 
Following OSHA’s hierarchy of controls, alternative methods 
should be used in situations only where it can be proven that 
higher-level fall protection methods are infeasible.

GuaRdRaIl SyStemS 
Guardrail systems provide one of the highest levels of 
protection for otherwise unprotected roof edges, open-
ings and skylights. These systems are typically used on flat 
or low-slope roofs and can provide a very cost-effective 
method of protecting workers. Both prefabricated and 
site-built guardrail systems can be used, as long as they 
are set up according to the requirements found in Section 
1926.502(b). 

Commercially available guardrail systems usually con-
sist of prefabricated metal rail and base plate assemblies 

that are engineered to be OSHA compliant when installed 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Portable 
guardrail systems that do not penetrate the roof membrane 
can be assembled quickly once on the roof. The base plates 
provide the ballast necessary to resist a 200-pound horizon-
tal or vertical force along the top edge of the rail, as required 
in Section 1926.502(b)(3). 

Provided that properly rated materials are used, guard-
rail systems can also be built on-site. The provisions found in 
Section 1926.502(b) detail rail placement and load resistance 
requirements. Site-built systems can be ballasted or structur-
ally attached to the building using a wide variety of materials 
and methods. However, an engineer should design the guard-
rail system to ensure that it is strong enough to meet OSHA’s 
design criteria.

The high level of protection that guardrail systems pro-
vide, since they keep workers from encountering fall haz-
ards, is one of the arguments in their favor. Since guardrail 
systems are a passive control measure, they also require less 
worker awareness and training. They are generally reusable 
at subsequent jobsites. Relatively little design and engi-
neering expertise is required to lay out a guardrail system, 
especially if it is prefabricated. Because portable guardrail 
systems tend to be ballasted and nonpenetrating, they usu-
ally do not present any waterproofing issues—the roof mem-
brane remains intact—and the building structure just needs 
to be able to carry the additional weight of the system. Once 
it is installed, workers are unencumbered  C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  3 6 

Reduced exposure  Performing work on the ground wherever possible not only reduces 
exposure to fall hazards but likely also improves efficiency.
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by ropes or harnesses. In addi-
tion, since guardrail systems 
can be located close to the fall 
hazard, the protected working 
area is effectively maximized. 

One of the main arguments 
against guardrail systems is the 
substantial equipment costs 
associated with prefabricated 
systems. These high costs are 
justified in part by the nontrivial 
amount of material that makes 
up a guardrail system, which 
presents other challenges. For 
example, it can be difficult to transport these materials to the 
jobsite or work area. Due to the volume and weight of the base 
plate and rail materials, special equipment or machinery, such 
as lifts or cranes, is usually required to efficiently move a prefab-
ricated guardrail system from the street level to the roof. When 
not in use, the materials must be stored. You must also consider 
limitations of use, such as the manufacturer’s maximum allow-
able roof pitch for a ballasted system. Site-built systems, mean-
while, take time to build properly and require engineering and 
construction expertise. 

Fall aRReSt SyStemS 
Personal fall arrest systems, covered in Section 1926.502(d), 
are the most commonly used fall protection systems for 
pitched-roof PV installations. In terms of volume and weight, 
they require relatively little equipment. The system is highly 
adaptable to a wide variety of applications, including dif-
ferent roofing materials and roof configurations. However, 
implementing this solution properly requires a significant 
amount of hands-on training, not to mention daily equip-
ment inspections and constant, qualified on-site super-
vision. Regardless of the challenges, personal fall arrest 
systems should be a primary tool in every PV installer’s fall 
protection tool kit.

While fall arrest systems allow employees to reach fall 
hazards, they limit the fall distance and forces imposed on 

the worker in the event of a fall. When stopping a fall, a fall 
arrest system must limit the maximum arresting force to 
1,800 pounds when used with a full-body harness. The system 
must be rigged so that individuals do not free-fall more than 
6 feet or contact any lower level. The system must bring the 
worker to a complete stop and limit the maximum decelera-
tion distance to 3.5 feet. It must also have sufficient strength 
to withstand twice the potential impact energy of a free-fall 
distance of 6 feet, or the free-fall distance permitted by the 
system, whichever is less. 

Fall arrest systems are relatively easy to use. In its simplest 
form, such a system consists of a self-retracting lifeline attached 
to a worker’s full-body harness at one end and to a 5,000-
pound–rated anchor at the other. If properly set up, fall arrest 
systems provide a fairly reliable and easy-to-use fall protection 
system. They can be attached only to the rear dorsal D-ring of 
a full-body harness, as this limits the impact forces and allows 
the worker to be suspended in the least harmful way after a 
fall. Once workers are attached to the system, they are free to 
move about the area within the limitations of the anchor point 
used (a directional or 360° anchor). Working in a fall arrest sys-
tem takes a little getting used to. A constant tension pulls at 
the workers’ backs, which can be uncomfortable and may pull 
them off balance until they become accustomed to it. 

Four component classes make up personal fall arrest sys-
tems: anchorage, body harness, connector and deceleration 
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Ladder stability  Before 
anyone accesses the roof, 
SolarCity installation training 
manager Ryan Hazen  
secures the primary installer 
ladder using a temporary 
anchor clamp and a ladder 
stability belt.

Fal l  Protection Systems
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device. (See the glossary, pp. 30–31.) Often 
referred to as the ABCDs of fall arrest, the 
same basic components are used in fall 
restraint and positioning device systems. 

 Anchorage. Providing the direct con-
nection to the building structure, the 
anchor is the root of a personal fall 
arrest system. In some cases, anchors are 
used to directly support a fall arrest, fall 
restraint or positioning device system. 
Anchors are also used to support the ends 
of horizontal or vertical lifeline systems 
to which a fall arrest or restraint system 
is then attached. 

Anchors generally fall into two catego-
ries: permanent and temporary. Perma-
nent anchors are a good choice where they can be properly 
flashed and waterproofed into the roofing system. These 
devices remain in place ready for use on future site visits, 
increasing the likelihood that proper fall protection will be 
used again. 

Temporary anchors are removed after work in the area 
is complete. The mounting holes then need to be properly 

sealed and flashed to eliminate water entry 
points. According to Robert Harrell, presi-
dent of Safety Management Services, one 
of the mistakes PV installers commonly 
make when using fall protection systems 
in residential applications is to damage 
the roof cover, such as leaving penetra-
tions unsealed or creating avoidable wear 
and tear.

There are two basic types of tempo-
rary anchors: reusable and single-use 
devices. Never reuse single-use anchors. 
The material may look okay, but the 
anchors may not perform as designed 
when loaded. In addition to reusable 
anchors designed for structural attach-

ment, ballasted anchors are available. However, their sig-
nificant weight makes ballasted anchors difficult to deploy 
for most small-scale applications. 

A wide variety of permanent and temporary anchors 
are available from leading fall protection equipment man-
ufacturers such as Capital Safety (DBI-SALA and Protecta 
brands), Guardian Fall Protection, Miller Fall Protection and 

“On a pitched roof, 

PV installers tend to 

put anchors where it is 

convenient rather than 

where it is proper, 

which is above the 

worker’s head or as 

close to the roof peak 

as possible.”

—J.T. Parnell, Boretti 
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others. Selecting the right anchor is an application-specific 
exercise. What type of structure are you attaching to (wood 
frame, steel and so on)? What is the roof pitch? What is the 
roofing material? Where will the anchor be located (mid-
roof, at the ridge and so on)? What is the shape of the area 
that you want the anchor to protect (360°, 180°)? What type 
of fall protection system will be used? Will you use a perma-
nent or temporary anchor?

Be sure to read and follow the manufacturer’s instructions 
for the anchor. Use the anchor only as intended, and always 
use the specified installation hardware without substitu-
tions. Proper anchor installation is crucial to performance. 

Take great care to ensure that all fasteners are fully seated 
in the structure and that the installation does not damage 
the roof or the structure. On a pitched roof, this might mean 
visually inspecting the underside of the anchor from inside 
the attic to make sure that all of the hardware hit the rafters 
and did not cause any splitting. It is also very important to 
understand that some anchors are directional—meaning 
that a load can only be applied to them in one direction—
while others may allow 360° loading. Never use an anchor 
outside its permissible range. 

Since anchors for fall arrest systems must resist 5,000 
pounds of force, this generally means that they must be 
installed at and attached to a structural member, such as a 
rafter, purlin or truss. Never use an existing feature—like a 
plumbing vent pipe, chimney or skylight frame—as an anchor 
point unless a qualified person (see the glossary, pp. 30–31), 
such as a professional engineer, has done calculations and 
approved their use. It is not advisable to use homemade or 
custom anchors, or unrated attachment hardware, unless 
an engineer designs and tests the solution. Anchors used for 
the attachment of personal fall arrest systems must also be 
independent of anchors used for other purposes, unless the 
anchor is designed and installed to satisfy multiple uses. 

According to OSHA’s McKenzie, a common mistake that 
PV installers make when placing anchors on a pitched roof 
is not establishing enough anchor points. “If the number of 
anchor points is insufficient, then workers are exposed to a 
potential swing fall hazard,” he explains. 

Body harness. Workers using a personal fall arrest system 
need to wear a full-body harness to secure them in the event 
of a fall and to safely distribute fall arrest forces. Workers 
using a fall restraint or positioning device system must also 
wear some type of body harness. You can choose from a wide 
variety of body harness configurations, based on the applica-
tion, features and price point. The price for a full-body har-
ness varies greatly, ranging from a low of around $50 for a 
simple nylon web harness to a high of around $800 for a full- 
featured specialized harness. While the up-front cost of 
higher-end harnesses may steer purchasing managers 
toward cheaper options, they should consider comfort, 
features, adjustability and durability, especially for work-
ers who need to wear a harness all day, every day. Working 
from a positioning system for 8 hours is tolerable with a well- 
fitted and well-padded harness that distributes the worker’s 
weight and has multiple attachment point options for the 
connectors. If a worker suffers a fall, a more supportive har-
ness better distributes impact shock to the body and offers 
improved suspension support while the worker awaits res-
cue. However, in extremely hot climates, workers may find 
minimal padding preferable. 

Another main driver of harness selection is the configu-
ration of the body harness connection C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  4 0 S
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First up  In accordance with SolarCity’s 100% fall protection 
policy, the only time that a system installer is on the roof without 
fall protection is when the crew lead accesses the roof for the 
first time to begin installing roof anchors.
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points, which are usually D-rings. The placement of these 
connection points generally dictates the type of fall protec-
tion system that the harness can be used for. A harness that 
can be used with a variety of fall protection systems is a good 
long-term investment. For example, while different connec-
tion points can be used for a fall restraint system, the lifeline 
connection for a fall arrest system can be made only to a dor-
sal (mid-back) D-ring. Meanwhile, front or hip connection 
points are useful in work-positioning systems since these 
allow workers to face upslope on a pitched roof. 

The sizing and fit of the harness play crucial roles in the 
performance of the system. The harness should fit snugly so 
that it is not displaced when under tension and can properly 
support the body in the event of a fall. Most workers have the 
tendency to wear the harness loosely because they feel it is 
uncomfortable when snug. However, a loose harness may not 
work as intended and may increase the likelihood of injury to 
certain “personal” body parts. Oversight, training and regu-
lar use should help workers get used to performing their daily 
activities while wearing a properly fitted harness. 

As with any piece of gear, you should read the manufac-
turer’s recommendations for use, care and storage of the 

equipment. Alterations to 
the unit are usually not per-
mitted: Workers should not 
hang or attach any items to 
the harness, except as the 
manufacturer allows. Some 
equipment manufacturers 
now offer body harnesses 
with integrated tool bags, 

tool clips or water bottles, or offer these as accessories. Stan-
dard tool bags should be worn over the full-body harness, 
which is worn close to the body. 

Care, proper use and inspection of a harness ensure that it 
is ready to do its job. When putting a new harness into service, 
record the date on the harness tag with a permanent marker. 
This provides a reference for the required biannual equipment 
inspection. The competent person performing the inspection 
must likewise record the date of the regular inspections in 
permanent marker on the harness tag. The worker must also 
inspect the harness and any other personal protective equip-
ment (PPE) before each use and remove any that are deemed 
questionable from service. 

To keep a harness in the best possible condition and maxi-
mize its useful life, workers should avoid sliding on abrasive 
materials—like composition roofing shingles—when seated, as 
this will damage the leg straps and render the harness useless. 
It is important to store harnesses away from sunlight, chemi-
cals and physical harm, while still allowing them to breathe and 
dry out if wet. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for clean-
ing the harness; never use harsh chemicals or solvents, as this 
can degrade the materials.  C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  4 2 

Multiple anchors  The com-
petent person developing 
the site-specific safety plan 
specifies multiple anchor 
points to accommodate dif-
ferent employees, tasks and  
fall protection methods. One 
common mistake is failing 
to establish enough anchor 
points to prevent exposure  
to swing hazards during  
potential falls. Here, lead  
installer Craig Clements 
installs anchors at locations 
called out in the project’s 
safety plan.
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Connectors. Connectors are the pieces 
of hardware used between the anchor 
and the harness. In fall arrest, restraint or 
work-positioning systems, connectors are 
typically lanyards, lifelines, snap hooks, 
carabiners, ropes and rope grabs. Con-
nectors need to be rated at a minimum 
of 5,000 pounds tensile strength for fall 
arrest systems and 3,000 pounds for fall 
restraint systems. If you are using both 
systems, it is simplest to exclusively use 
the higher-rated hardware.

The specific connector hardware con-
figuration is dependent on the method 
of fall protection in use. However, my 
personal preference is to have an 18-inch 
double lanyard always attached to the dorsal D-ring of the 
worker’s harness via its snap hook. Workers can then easily 
reach a free end of that lanyard to connect or disconnect it 

from the lifelines they are using. 
A dorsal ring is hard for work-
ers to reach themselves since it 
is high on their back. Note that 
a double lanyard is a specific 
product; it is not two individual 
lanyards attached to the same 
D-ring, which would violate Sec-
tion 1926.502(d)(6)(iii). A double 
lanyard lets the worker transfer 
from one lifeline to another with-
out having two lines connected 
to the same lanyard and without 
being completely disconnected 
while making the transfer, either 
of which could result in an OSHA 

violation and expose workers to risk. 
When configuring connectors, take care to ensure the 

use of compatible mating ends, such as a snap hook to a 
D-ring, a locking carabiner to a D-ring 
or a snap hook to a locking carabiner. 
Incompatible connections include a 
snap hook to a snap hook, two cara-
biners to a single D-ring or two snap 
hooks to a D-ring. Locking carabin-
ers and snap hooks used in fall arrest 
systems should be inspected before 
each use to ensure that  they are not 
cracked and that the gate and locking 
mechanisms work freely. If a connector 
is damaged, it must be removed from 
service and discarded.  

Deceleration devices. The American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
limits the maximum arresting force a 
worker may experience during a fall 
to 1,800 pounds. Deceleration devices 
are used in fall arrest systems to dissi-
pate energy during a fall and limit the 
energy imposed on the worker. Some 
self-retracting  C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  4 4  

“On pitched roofs, the 

best practice is to  

use a fall protection  

system that will provide 

the least impact on the 

worker’s body and on  

the structure.”

—Robert Harrell,  

Safety Management Services

Hands-on  When transporting hardware 
and tools to the roof, SolarCity install-
ers Tunde Blair and Vovito Candga use 
bags, buckets and totes with shoulder 
straps to keep their hands free for the 
ladder. Blair will connect to one of the 
self-retracting lifelines attached to the 
top ladder rung before transitioning to 
the roof.
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lifelines offer this feature. Separate shock-absorbing lan-
yards are also available.

Self-retracting lifelines and lanyards that automatically 
limit the free-fall distance to 2 feet or less must be capable of 
sustaining a minimum tensile load of 3,000 pounds applied to 
the device with the lifeline or lanyard in a fully extended posi-
tion. Self-retracting lifelines and lanyards that do not limit 
free-fall distance to 2 feet or less, rip-stitch lanyards, and tear-
ing and deforming lanyards must be capable of sustaining a 
minimum tensile load of 5,000 pounds applied to the device 
with the lifeline or lanyard in a fully extended position. 

Since harnesses are sized to each worker, and connectors 
and deceleration devices are used together as part of a per-
sonal fall arrest safety kit, a good prac-
tice is to issue these items to individual 
workers who assume responsibility for 
kit maintenance and inspection. Shar-
ing harnesses between workers leads to 
problems if the items are not available 
when needed or if they are not main-
tained properly. In hot climates, the har-
ness absorbs sweat and remains soaked, 
which makes sharing a less desirable 
option. Issuing the fall protection kit 
along with other required PPE directly 
to workers shows them that the com-
pany is invested in keeping them safe. 

To reduce workflow interruptions 
as equipment is removed from service, 

make sure that your local ware-
house has spare harnesses, lan-
yards and other hardware on 
hand. National hardware suppli-
ers like Fastenal, Grainger and 
White Cap locally distribute an 
assortment of fall protection 
products and hardware. A wide 
variety of online and local compa-
nies specialize in providing con-
struction safety products as well.

Fall ReStRaInt SyStem 
While not specifically mentioned in Standard 1926 Subpart 
M, fall restraint systems are common in rooftop work. In a 
fall restraint system, a fixed or adjustable-length line is run 
from a fixed anchor or horizontal lifeline and attached to 
the body harness in a manner that prevents the worker from 
reaching the fall hazard. Fall restraint systems provide a 
high level of protection when set up properly. 

Anchors, connectors and lanyards for fall restraint sys-
tems require a tensile strength rating of 3,000 pounds, as 
they should not be subjected to the higher impact loading 
expected of fall arrest systems. Thoughtful placement of 
anchor locations maximizes access to the work area while 

keeping fall hazards out of reach. If 
multiple fall hazards, like skylights 
or holes, are present in the work 
area and cannot be mitigated using 
guardrails or nets, a fall arrest sys-
tem may be a more viable solution 
than a fall restraint system.

PoSItIonInG deVIce SyStemS 
On roofs that are too steep or slip-
pery to stand on, employees require 
mechanical assistance to work safely 
with their hands free. This is accom-
plished using positioning device 
systems, which are covered in Sec-
tion 1926.502(e).  C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  4 6  

Fal l  Protection Systems

Fall arrest  The personal fall 
arrest systems used here by Blair 
and Candga include a full-body 
harness, an 18-inch double lan-
yard, a shock-absorbing lanyard, 
a self-retracting lanyard and tem-
porary anchors at the roof ridge. 
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“The pitch of the roof has 

very little effect, if any at 

all, on an employer’s use 

of fall protection. The  

employer must attack all 

jobs with the intention  

of using fall protection  

as the first option.”

—Dean McKenzie, OSHA, 

US Department of Labor
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Unlike fall arrest or fall restraint systems, positioning device 
systems are always under tension, providing the suspension 
necessary to support the worker. 

Rope grab systems are the most common type of position-
ing system for PV applications, as they allow workers to easily 
adjust the length of the rope supporting them. Once on the 
roof, workers using a positioning device system need to keep 
the ropes in tension. Because the roof is too steep to stand 
on unsupported and the vertical lifeline requires constant 
adjustment to access different work areas, workers need to be 
protected if something goes wrong while they are adjusting 
the rope grab device. This necessitates the use of a redundant 
fall arrest system, which can be a self-retracting lifeline con-
nected between the dorsal D-ring on the harness and a sepa-
rate 5,000-pound anchor point.

While positioning device systems are mandatory on steep 
roofs, OSHA standards do not contain a specific roof pitch or 
roof slope above which these systems need to be used. This 
determination is left up to a competent person, based in large 
part on the roofing material and the available surface friction. 
In my experience, workers benefit from the use of a position-
ing device system when working on a roof with a slope greater 
than 35° or roughly an 8:12 pitch.

WaRnInG-lIne SyStemS 
Rather than preventing workers from encountering a fall 
hazard or limiting injury in the event of a fall, warning-line 
systems simply alert workers when they are approaching a 
fall hazard. As such, warning-line systems, which are cov-
ered in Section 1926.502( f), are one of the lowest-level forms 
of fall protection. 

That being the case, OSHA standards do not permit the 
use of warning lines in place of conventional fall protection 
measures. However, OSHA has acknowledged in various stan-
dard interpretation letters—including the Cole letter dated 
May 12, 2000, the Troxell letter dated August 1, 2000, and the 
Steigerwald letter dated January 3, 2005—that warning-line 
systems used in conjunction with effective work rules do not 
necessarily put workers in immediate danger. As such, OSHA 
may cite them as a de minimis violation. While de minimis 
OSHA violations become part of the public record, they do not 
require corrective action or result in a penalty.

In effect, OSHA views warning lines as nonconforming 
guardrails. When used to protect workers doing electrical or 
mechanical work typical of PV installations, warning lines 
must be located at least 15 feet from the roof edge. For this 
reason, warning-line systems are primarily used as an alter-
native method in place of conventional fall protection on 
large, low-slope roofs. Unfortunately, it is all too common to 
come across rooftops where yellow caution tape supported 
by traffic cones is strung around the edge in a presumed 
attempt at creating a warning-line system. This is not an 
acceptable method.

To meet or exceed the requirements found in Section 
1926.502( f), the rope, wire or chain used as a warning line 
must have a tensile strength of 500 pounds, be flagged at a 
distance of 6 feet or less, stand between 34 and 39 inches 
off the walking surface, and withstand a lateral force of at 
least 16 pounds without tipping over. Furthermore, no work-
related activity is permitted in the area between the warning 
line and the edge, and the employer must implement a work 
rule prohibiting workers from going past C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  4 8 

Fall restraint  In the photo on the left, Clements sets up an anchor and rope for a fall restraint system. With the rope length 
properly set, as shown on the right, Hazen can do conduit work at the edge of the roof without being exposed to fall hazards.
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the warning line. Workers outside the warning line must use 
conventional fall protection. 

contRolled-acceSS ZoneS 
For very specific activities—including overhand brick-laying, 
leading edge work and certain types of residential construc-
tion work—conventional fall protection methods cannot 
be used. These locations need to be identified in the fall 
protection plan as controlled-access zones, and identified 
on-site using a control line. Since controlled-access zones, 
which are covered in Section 1926.502(g), offer very little in 

the way of fall protection, they can 
be used as an alternative method 
only after all other fall protection 
options are exhausted, which is 
quite uncommon.

SaFety-monItoRInG SyStemS 
In a safety-monitoring system, a 
competent person is tasked with 
observing other employees as they 
work and warning them when they 
are not working safely or when 
they are approaching a hazard. The 
competent person must be on the 
same work surface as the employ-
ees under observation, must have 
unobstructed lines of sight to all of 
them and must be close enough to 
provide verbal warnings effectively. 
Probably the most common use of 
safety-monitoring systems is in roof-
ing applications on low-slope roofs 
in combination with a warning-line 
system, as specifically allowed in Sec-
tion 1926.501(b)(10). However, the 
other fall protection systems allowed 
under 1926.501(b)(10), alone or in 
combination, all provide a higher 
level of protection for workers. 

Like warning-line systems and 
controlled-access zones, safety-
monitoring systems do not remove 
the fall hazard or limit personal 
injury in the event of a fall. In fact, 
this alternative means provides 
very little direct worker protection 
and leaves a lot of room for human 
error. Therefore, safety-monitoring 
systems are allowed only when an 
employer can demonstrate that con-
ventional means of fall protection 

are not feasible and a written alternative fall protection plan 
is implemented.

Conventional Wisdom 
While alternative methods of fall protection such as 

warning-line systems, controlled-access  zones and safety-
monitoring systems are written into OSHA standards, they 
are not intended as substitutes for conventional means such 
as guardrails or personal fall protection systems: They are 
available as a method of last resort. This is an important 
distinction. If an employee covered by C O n T i n u E D  O n  PA G E  5 0  

Fal l  Protection Systems

Wear and tear  A traffic cone base is used in the foreground to protect the roof and 
the self-retracting lanyard (aka “yoyo”) against mutual wear and tear while installers like 
Clements move up, down and around the roof. In the background a fall restraint system 
protects Hazen while he cuts rail ends near the roof edge.
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an alternative fall protection plan is injured, it is hard to prove 
to OSHA or to any litigator that it truly was infeasible to have 
a higher-level form of conventional fall protection in place. As 
noted in my October/November 2011 SolarPro article: “Added 
expense, difficulty or implementation time is generally not an 
acceptable argument for implementing an insufficient level of 
control.” Conventional fall protection methods may be diffi-
cult or expensive to implement. They may slow things down 
and even create some extra work. However, they provide high 
levels of protection for workers. 

There are few reasonable excuses for not implementing 
robust passive or active fall protection methods at every job-
site. According to J.T. Parnell, an environmental health and 
safety professional with Boretti, a safety solutions firm: “The 
biggest misperception about fall protection is that it is expen-
sive to integrate, slows down production and cuts into prof-
its.” He continues: “In most situations, this is not the case. It is 
true that purchasing fall protection equipment requires a sub-
stantial investment. However, when these costs are compared 
to the direct and hidden costs associated with an employee 
injury or fatality, the investment in fall protection equipment 
seems reasonable and worthwhile. In addition, most studies 
show that production increases and employees are more effi-
cient when they use fall protection. Instead of worrying about 
what might happen if they slip or fall, they can concentrate on 
doing their job.”

When planning solar instal-
lations, one of the priorities 
should be to find ways to mini-
mize worker exposure to haz-
ards. For example, time on the 
roof can be minimized by per-
forming as many tasks as pos-
sible on the ground, which likely 
increases efficiency while reduc-

ing exposure to fall hazards. While hazards are always pres-
ent with rooftop PV installations, a 100% fall protection policy 
assures workers and employers that fall injuries are reduced 
and lives are saved. 

Karl Riedlinger / Solarcity / San mateo, ca / kriedlinger@solarcity.com / 

solarcity.com 

Resources
Job Hazard Analysis, oSHa Publication #3071, uS department of labor, 

2002 (revised)

uS department of labor occupational Safety and Health administration / 

osha.gov

Manufacturers and suppliers
capital Safety / en.capitalsafety.us / 800.328.6146

Fastenal / fastenal.com / 507.454.5374

Falltech / falltech.com / 800.719.4619

Grainger / grainger.com / 800.323.0620

Gravitec Systems / gravitec.com / 800.755.8455

Guardian Fall Protection / guardianfall.com / 800.466.6385

miller Fall Protection / millerfallprotection.com / 800.873.5242

Ropeworks center of excellence / ropeworks.com / 800.730.5622

White cap / whitecap.com / 800.944.8322

g C O N T A C T

Fal l  Protection Systems

Waterproofing  After  
removing the temporary 
anchors, Clements seals and 
flashes all of the associated 
roof penetrations. 
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I
n an effort to round up highlights from the 1-million-
square-foot Dallas Convention Center and gather impres-
sions on the state of the solar industry in the aftermath 
of the event, SolarPro magazine enlisted the services of 

seven industry veterans: Greg Ball, principal engineer, BEW 
Engineering; Tobin Booth, CEO, Blue Oak Energy; Bill Brooks, 
principal, Brooks Engineering; Scott Carlson, longtime solar 
installer; Blake Gleason, director of engineering, Sun Light & 
Power; Marvin Hamon, principal, Hamon Engineering; and 
Rebekah Hren, director of implementation, O2 energies. These 

contributors are involved in different aspects of the design 
and deployment of solar power systems, and as a group they 
represent the full spectrum of downstream market segments. 
While everyone was asked the same three questions, contrib-
utors were free to answer any or all of them as they saw fit. 

g  What products or services were 
you most impressed with at SPI 2011? 

Compiled by SolarPro magazine 

Solar Power International 2011

North America’s largest solar energy event keeps getting larger. In October, 

more than 1,200 companies from across the world and the value chain convened 

in Dallas, Texas, for the 2011 Solar Power International (SPI) Conference and Expo. 
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Tobin booTh 
“It’s interesting how this conference, located in Dallas and 
outside of California for the first time in 5 years, differed from 
previous conferences. It appears that companies are either 
focusing on core strengths or they are embracing a larger 
scope of products and services to more fully integrate the 
value chain. 

“Sharp, for example, was showcasing its ability to deliver 
utility-scale solar projects, using tracker-mounted crystalline 
modules or fixed-tilt thin-film arrays. It is a groundbreaking 
move for Sharp to openly exhibit its ability to deliver full sys-
tems rather than simply sell 
modules. GCL-Poly, which is 
traditionally an upstream raw 
polycrystalline and wafer man-
ufacturer, announced during 
the show that it is developing 
84 MW of solar projects. The 
expansion of these two com-
panies is very telling about 
the bullish global expecta-
tions that many have for solar 
energy expansion.

“However, many compa-
nies are focused on specific 
product or market segments. 
For example, Zep Solar is focused on designing, manufac-
turing and licensing its unique rooftop solar array mounting 
solutions. Its live demonstration of the time needed to install 
12 Zep-compatible PV modules was truly astounding. 

“SunLink was clearly also present to demonstrate its 
focus as a balance-of-systems provider. The company engi-
neers and manufactures module-mounting systems, com-
biner boxes and wire management solutions. SunLink 
maintains that it knows more about the 
effects of wind loads on solar arrays than per-
haps anyone else in the industry. As unveiled 
at SPI, its new Core RMS rooftop mounting 
system bears this out. The product is designed 
so that both north-south rows and east-west 
panel sections are connected. By dispersing 
loads across the total array, less ballast is 
required in most instances. The unique bal-
last footing is made using a recycled rubber 
aggregate that has some weight to it, while 
also being a friendly material to mate with 

rooftop membranes. SunLink’s engineering backbone, com-
bined with experienced and practical thinking, enables its 
products to be simple to install and durable enough to with-
stand high wind loads and extreme conditions.

“The frameless Lumos LSX series modules were among 
the most interesting products that I encountered for the first 
time. These double-glass crystalline cell modules are beauti-
ful and sleek. Instead of a frame for module mounting, the 
Lumos LSX module has mounting holes lined with grommet 
rings located within the solar cell network. This allows for 
through-hole mounting, using specialized low-profile bolts. 
Because the conventional backsheet is replaced with a second 
sheet of glass, LSX series modules achieve a Class A fire rating. 
While this is no huge technological leap, the simplicity of the 
Lumos LSX product is elegant and the technological solution 
is clean, visually and otherwise. Because the module frame is 

eliminated, there is no place to trap dirt and debris. 
The LSX module system is a niche product from 
Lumos, targeted at residential or small commercial 
installation companies developing high-quality, 
aesthetic solar projects.”

Marvin HaMon
“It was good to see announcements from inverter 
and PV module manufacturers that they either 
have, or will soon have, 1,000 Vdc-rated UL-listed 
products. With the introduction of these last 
missing pieces, integrators will be able to install 
NEC-approved 1,000 Vdc PV systems. These higher-
voltage PV systems will no longer hide behind the 
fence or escape AHJ review. 

“TenKsolar also had a fascinating PV system on display. The 
MPPT electronics are embedded into the module. The PV cells 
are connected in parallel in a mesh configuration, so shading 
one cell has little effect on the other cells. The system includes 
low-level concentration from a light reflector built into the 
mounting system. The reflector doubles as a wind deflector 
to reduce ballast requirements. Because module voltage is 
always under 10 Vdc, arcing faults are effectively eliminated. 

The embedded power electron-
ics provide additional safety fea-
tures at the system level. While 
the low-voltage aspect of the 
system has definite safety advan-
tages, one disadvantage is that 
only a few manufacturers make 
inverters that work with the PV 
modules. I’ve been keeping my 
eye on the company for a few 
months and it looks like a prom-
ising technology.”

Solar Power International 2011

SunLink Core RMS  

tenKsolar RAiS WAVE  
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rebekaH Hren 
“Two of the most commonly encountered PV system code vio-
lations—improper labeling and subpar wire management—
center on issues that are neither complex nor overly technical. 

“After touring hundreds of PV systems—residential, com-
mercial and utility scale—I know that only a small percentage 
of installed systems have complete labeling, marking and direc-
tories that comply with the requirements found in NEC Articles 
690 and 705 and the International Fire Code (IFC). Therefore, I 
was delighted to see HellermannTyton’s new collection of NEC-, 
IFC-, and UL 969–compliant adhesive vinyl solar labels, which 
present a cost-effective alternative to etched plates. Installers 
can choose from preprinted labels with commonly used leg-
ends, a label printing software program that uses office print-

ers and a vinyl roll, or the 
HellermannTyton Spirit 
2100 handheld portable 
printing system. The Spirit 
2100 allows users to cre-
ate custom labels on its 
LCD screen and print 
them on-site. Hellermann- 
Tyton has also released a 
white paper on PV label-
ing that covers common 
misperceptions and IFC 
recommendations.

“The PV industry also struggles with proper wire manage-
ment techniques, with many installers relying on plastic cable 
ties that are unlikely to last the lifetime of the system. Heyco, 
which has long supplied connectors, fittings and cord grips to 
the solar industry, has added the new Heyco SunBundler cable 
ties and stainless steel cable clips to its product line. SunBun-
dler ties are made of a stainless steel core with a smooth UV-
resistant vinyl jacket. The ties have a crimping connection that 

should make wire management quick and permanent. The new 
Legrand Delta Strut racking solution also makes wire manage-
ment simple and easy, with wire management trays integrated 
into the support structure.”

blake Gleason 
“For large, low-slope, rooftop PV systems, ballasted nonpen-
etrating or minimally penetrating racking solutions seem to 
be the lowest-cost, lowest-labor mounting method commonly 
deployed. Traditionally, ballasted racking products have been 
manufactured primarily from bent sheet metal, whether alumi-
num, galvanized steel or stainless steel. 

“However, in the last couple of years, a handful of man-
ufacturers have taken a completely different approach by 
designing primarily plastic racking systems, typically high-
density polyethylene.

“Renusol, Sollega and first-time exhibitor Ecolibrium Solar 
each take a different approach to plastic mounting systems 
using UV-stabilized polymer molded into shapes appropriate for 
interacting with roof surfaces, attaching and holding modules at 
reasonable tilt angles, and holding the ballast required to resist 
wind and seismic design loads. All three plastic designs offer the 
advantage of very low part count and very simple installation. 
They offer the potential for significant cost savings. The mostly 
plastic racks also eliminate corrosion concerns and reduce 
opportunities for dc conductors to chafe against the sharp, con-
ductive surfaces often found on sheet-metal racks. [See “The 
Bakersfield Fire,” February/March 2011, SolarPro magazine.]

“Renusol uses huge, module size plastic ‘bathtubs’ in its 
CS60 mounting system. Each tub, or ConSole, holds gravel or 
other ballast material, and the top flange of the tub supports 
the module. Each tub, with accompanying ballast and module, 
is structurally independent from other tubs, so maximum lay-
out flexibility is maintained. However, the individual units do 
not benefit from being connected into a large array, so they may 
require more ballast or penetrations per module in some cases. 
Each module requires one huge tub, each one of which is about 
17 pounds of plastic that must be manufactured, shipped and 
located on the roof. If a roofing slipsheet is required, the large 
footprint of each tub also requires a large slipsheet.

“Sollega’s InstaRack product is also a relatively large 
molded plastic set of towers, but these are shared among sev-
eral modules. The towers are located at every other module 
in the east-west direction, and are connected north-south to 
each other. East-west connections and module support are 
achieved using a standard 1 ⅝-inch strut. Although the strut 
adds material, complexity and substantial metal parts, it does 
allow the use of fewer towers and the possibility of module 
frame bonding through the racking system, which is not pos-
sible with the purely plastic racking systems. Like the Con-
Sole, each Sollega plastic unit is also approximately 17 pounds 
for 15° tilt and quite large.  C o N T i N U E d  o N  Pa G E  5 6
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“Ecolibrium Solar’s Eco-
foot mounting system is the 
latest plastic-racking product 
to show up on the solar mar-
ket. The Ecofoot system uses 
much smaller plastic feet—
which weigh about 4 pounds 
each—to support the mod-
ules. Each Ecofoot is made 
of 100% recycled plastic. In 
contrast to the Sollega prod-
uct, which includes the front 
and back support for a single 
row of modules in each plastic 
unit, in one unit the Ecolib-
rium Solar product includes 
the back support for one row 
and the front support for the 
next row of modules. 

“This design allows the 
product to be much shorter in 
length, which in turn allows 
a major difference in instal-
lation sequence from most 
other racking products. The 
entire ‘rack’—two Ecofoot 
units—is bolted to the module frame as soon as the module 
comes out of the crate, and the rack/module unit is carried 
to and placed at the installation location, where the mod-
ule is fastened to the previously placed row. The rack parts 
do not need to be separately carried and laid out before the 
modules. Aside from module-specific proprietary systems, 
like the SunPower T5 or the SOLON SOLquick, this is per-
haps the closest approximation yet to a module-integrated 
rack solution.

“In terms of layout flexibility, the Ecolibrium Solar prod-
uct falls somewhere between Renusol and Sollega. Modules 
and racking are connected north-south—the direction of 
highest wind loading—but not east-
west. In contrast to many sheet 
metal racking systems with long 
connecting struts, all of these prod-
ucts allow for layout changes at 
the last minute without significant 
changes to the bill of materials. 
The Ecofoot design, which spans 
between rows, requires that ballast 
pavers be placed between module 
rows. This can be a benefit, as each 
row of modules and racking can  
be installed and adjusted with-
out jigs or spacers before ballast 

is applied. However, walking down the 
aisles between rows for maintenance 
requires stepping over every ballast paver. 

“As with most ballasted racking sys-
tems, interrow wire management is left to 
the installer on all three products. How-
ever, wire management, module bonding 
and module hardware presumably took a 
backseat to the bulk plastic racking mold 
for the initial product rollout. I suspect 
that these ancillary features will improve 
as these products mature, and that plastic 
racking systems will give the incumbent 
ballasted mounting system manufactur-
ers some serious competition.”

scott carlson 
“I have been installing solar electric 
systems for 23 years now. Every time I 
attend SPI, I look forward to finding solu-
tions that solve problems we installers 
face on a day-to-day basis. I am never 
disappointed in the ability and imagina-
tion that infuses the people in the solar 
community. As newer products come to 
market each year, my job has invariably 

become easier. This year was no exception.
“My main problem was finding a great low-slope racking 

system for commercial and residential projects. What I want is 
a low-cost, nonpenetrating mounting system with a low parts 
count that I can carry in stock and use in various scenarios 
without requiring a lot of design time. I realize this is a big 
request. However, PanelClaw, Renusol and DynoRaxx seem to 
have answers. 

“PanelClaw, which offers two different flat-roof mounting 
systems, seems to have a good solution for large commercial 
installations. Both the Grizzly Bear FR and the Polar Bear FR 
products use just three components: support, wind deflec-

tor and universal claw. 
The Grizzly Bear sup-
port features integrated 
ballast and wire man-
agement chases. The 
wind deflector used in 
both systems is avail-
able in either steel or 
aluminum. Best of all, 
the universal claw is UL 
2703 certified for bond-
ing. System installation 
appears to be very sim-
ple and quick.

Plastic mounting systems  Renusol CS60 
(top), Sollega InstaRack (center), Ecolibrium 
Solar Ecofoot System (bottom)

PanelClaw  
Grizzly bear FR
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“After visiting Panel-
Claw, I came upon Renusol 
and its CS60 mounting sys-
tem. The product is made 
of high-molecular-weight 
polyethylene, which does 
not need to be bonded to 
ground. System sizing is 
simple, with one mount 
per module. Renusol had a 
very large crowd around its 
booth most of the time, which made it difficult to ask questions. 

“Obviously, I was not alone in my quest for this type of 
product. However, I had identified two acceptable solutions 
to my problem. Deciding between the two would probably 
depend on which one I could get at the lowest cost. Satis-
fied that I need look no further for flat-roof racking systems, I 
walked down a less-crowded row of booths and almost walked 
right past DynoRaxx. 

“While DynoRaxx occupied a smaller booth, it clearly has 
a product with huge potential. The company’s Evolution FR 
flat-roof mounting system uses fiberglass components and 
features a toolless pivot clamp to attach modules to the rails. 

This seems like a big leap 
forward. Eliminating the 
need for tools to attach the 
modules to the rack would 
save a tremendous amount 
of installation time. Mean-
while, the use of fiberglass 
means no bonding, rust-
ing or galvanic corrosion 
issues. Nathan Rizzo, presi-
dent of DynoRaxx, came 

across as personable and full of knowledge, two things that 
seem increasingly rare as the industry continues to grow. 
The overall design was beyond anything I had imagined. I 
wanted the product now—not just for flat roofs, but also for 
all types of installations. 

“All three companies’ offerings appear to cost less than the 
traditional methods in use today. Given the possible reductions 
in installation time, they could each become very successful 
and have huge growth potential. As installers, we now have 
more wonderful products to choose from—and due to increas-
ing competition among vendors, we also have lower prices to 
pass on to our customers.”

DynoRaxx Evolution FR

For more information, please contact us at 1-800.888.8325 - marketing@teal.com - www.tealsolar.com
Copyright 2011 TEAL Electronics Corporation.  All rights reserved
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g  What industry trends are you 
most optimistic about? 
tobin bootH  
“I am most optimistic about the price reductions across every 
product or service offered in this industry. This year has been all 
about maturing as an industry, ferreting out inefficiencies and 
finding ways to increase productivity.”

rebekaH Hren 
“One of the most exciting developments I saw was the 
replacement of input combiner fuses on central invert-
ers with dc-rated breakers. This is a response to the fuse- 
servicing requirements added to the 2011 NEC  in Section 
690.16(B). Replacing the main dc disconnect on a central 
inverter with multiple breakers—which serve both as over-
current protection and true equipment disconnects—is a 
breakthrough that can save a substantial sum of money on 
installation equipment. Using dc-rated breakers in this manner 
should eliminate the requirement to have redundant combiner 
box output disconnecting means within site of or adjacent to 
the inverter. This change makes central inverter installations 
safer, easier and less expensive.

“Eaton manufactures dc circuit 
breakers for PV applications, offering a 
complete line of 600 Vdc-rated circuit 
breakers in the 225 A to 2,000 A range, 
and 100 A breakers rated at 500 Vdc. In 
addition to using these products in its 
own commercial and industrial solar 
power solutions, it is also selling them 
to other OEMs, like Advanced Energy 
(AE). At SPI 2011, AE showcased the 
PVP 500 kW inverter, which features a 

dc circuit breaker input combiner compart-
ment. This product is expected to be in full-
scale production in Q1 2012. 

“It was also encouraging to see an abun-
dance of transformerless inverters on the 
show floor from companies like Eaton, Kaco, 
Power-One, REFUsol and SMA. It seemed 
like transformerless inverters, which are 
ungrounded on the dc side, were on display 
at every turn and on every aisle. European 
system designers rely on this equipment for 
safe and effective ground-fault protection, 
and the way is now paved for the US market 
to follow suit. Some of the higher-capacity 
transformerless string inverter products—
like the 3-phase string inverter line from  
REFUsol, which includes 12 kW, 16 kW, 20 kW 

and 24 kW models—should also be valuable alternatives to 
high-capacity central inverters, providing system redundancy, 
granular MPP tracking and design flexibility.”

Marvin HaMon 
“The increasing availability of transformerless inverters with 
higher efficiencies is a welcome trend. However, this has not 
necessarily been followed by the anticipated reductions in 
cost that should have occurred after shedding the heavy cop-
per transformers. 

“I am optimistic that PV systems are going to get safer due 
to new technologies that allow for the detection of fault con-
ditions and the mitigation of hazards that were too costly to 
address in the past. For example, series arc-fault–detection 
technology was on display and is now an NEC requirement. 
Module-integrated electronics—like dc-to-dc converters and 
microinverters—also promise to bring much more granular-
ity to the control of the PV array. This should result in the  
ability to identify PV module faults and disconnect individual 
PV modules if needed, or disconnect all the modules and shut 
the system down at the source of the power. This will greatly 
increase safety for emergency responders. 

“The downside to this is that the additional safety devices 
add cost to the system. This 
may increase system prices 
in the short term or slow the 
steep price reductions that 
have been occurring lately.”

bill brooks 
“There is a clear trend toward 
module-level electronics  
with integrated control and 
information-gathering fea-
tures. This C o N T i N U E d  o N  Pa G E  6 0 
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Eaton 600 Vdc circuit breakers (left) and transformerless Grid-Tied Solar 
inverter (right) 
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includes everything from microinverters to simple remotely 
controlled switches. It is a natural progression of the indus-
try and is really an inevitable outcome of improvements in 
microelectronics. While the speed at which this trend takes 
over the industry is certainly up for debate and conjecture, the 
fact is that these products are here to stay. 

“Having a standardized interface to the PV module would 
undoubtedly expedite the move to module-level electronics. 
While there are several efforts under way in this area, the one 
with the broadest support is the industry-led Universal PV 
Interface (UPVI) Alliance. The sooner we can establish a stan-
dard PV module interface, the sooner electronics of all kinds 
will have a simple path to market. The current method of con-
vincing module manufacturers to go out on a limb to incorpo-
rate these products is a serious detractor to innovation. The key 
to moving the industry to the next level is not to make module 
manufacturers responsible for system innovation. A standard-
ized module interface would encourage innovation and ulti-
mately provide manufacturers and the market in general with 
the most product and system design flexibility.”

GreG ball  
“I was very pleased to see that the evolving standard for certify-
ing module racking systems—UL 2703, ‘Rack Mounting Systems 
and Clamping Devices for Flat-Plate Photovoltaic Modules and 
Panels’—is getting traction and seeing use. Although it is still 
a draft and not an official ANSI standard, manufacturers and 

various Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories are already 
using it to certify the grounding means for module mount-
ing systems. This is important because for years there has not 
been a clean mechanism or path for integrators and equipment 
manufacturers to certify innovative methods of grounding 
large quantities of modules. 

“Previously, grounding-method certification was offi-
cially limited to the domain of UL 1703, the module stan-
dard, which meant that third-party equipment suppliers had 
to have their components added to the installation manu-
als of each and every module with which they hoped to do 

business. The result has been a lot of confusion for installers 
and inspectors alike, and worse, installations where safety is 
inadvertently compromised. 

“Let’s face it, there are better ways of grounding dozens 
of module frames mounted on all-metal structures than 
running a separate ground wire from module to module 
attached with lugs or washer assemblies that are not really 
designed for bonding thin anodized aluminum frames. This 
standard will better enable system design innovation, and 
hopefully move the PV industry along in ways similar to the 
cable tray industry. 

“The standard is still evolving and will likely—and appropri-
ately—adopt more rigorous fault-current tests than those now 
defined. My hope, though, is that more and more suppliers real-
ize the value of this certification and take the uncertainty out of 
safety and compliance.”

g  What industry trends give you 
the most cause for concern?
rebekaH Hren 
“The term I overheard most frequently at SPI 2011 must 
have been ‘UL 2703.’ This is the new electrical bonding and 
grounding listing for rack-mounted PV systems, which obvi-
ates the need for most external module grounding com-
ponents for listed racks and modules. While this listing 
certainly reduces installation time and expense, there is also 
reason for concern. 

“Feedback from the field indicates that racks listed to UL 
2703 with particular modules may not be providing sufficient 
continuity in all cases. Installers should remain wary and check 
actual equipment grounding continuity. There is also the unan-
swered question of whether ‘auto-grounding’ module clips are 
reusable. If an installer needs to shift a module slightly during 
installation, will the clip auto-ground a second time? 

“On a final note, where were the booths with improved fall 
protection and personal fall arrest systems? And with better 
conduit solutions and expansion fittings less likely to lead to 
ground faults? I looked, but didn’t find them.”

Marvin HaMon   
“There seems to be reluctance in the PV industry to fully 
embrace the ac module. However, ac modules promise an 
increase in safety by removing the dc power component from 
the residential roof, which can be up to 600 Vdc, and replacing 
it with standard 240 Vac. They also provide a way to disconnect 
power at the individual PV module, something that is difficult 
and costly to do with other system topologies. 

“It seems that installers are reluctant to adopt the tech-
nology due to fears that the microinverter will fail and require 
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UL 2703  Listed module bonding equipment 
from PanelClaw (left) and Zep Solar (right).
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the ac module to be replaced more often than a standard dc 
PV module. There is also a small increase in cost over string 
inverter systems. However, considering the increase in safety, 
all residential installations should use ac modules.”

bill brooks 
“The aftermath of expensive modules still lingers in the 
exhibit hall. While module prices will continue to fluctu-
ate, the general price trend continues downward, which is 
bad news for many segments within the PV industry. Among 
those companies most affected will be tracking manufactur-
ers, concentrator PV (CPV) manufacturers and some thin-
film manufacturers. 

“The number of tracking systems showing at SPI was a bit 
of a shock to me. While I’ve never been a big fan of trackers, 
they have had their place in the PV industry. However, with the 
severe price pressure that low-cost silicon modules is placing 
on the industry in general, it is difficult to see how anything 
but the simplest and least expensive tracking options will be 
able to survive. This is not necessarily a bad trend, since track-
ers have historically drawn undue attention to themselves as 
they age and begin having maintenance issues. 

“CPV systems were all the rage a few years back when 
Spain was paying $4 per watt in its attempt to build a PV infra-
structure in one day. Now, low-cost boring crystalline silicon 
is replacing these CPV technologies. Regardless of what you 
think about CPV, this is not necessarily a good thing for the 
PV industry in general. The cell development work going on 
for CPV technologies will eventually lead to the flat-plate PV 
technologies of the future. Just think about how cool it will 
be to have 40% efficient flat-plate modules. That will happen 
sooner with a vibrant CPV industry that continues to make 
strides in multijunction PV devices. Low-cost PV will slow 
some of those advancements.

“Low-cost crystalline silicon is likely to keep amorphous 
silicon a technology of the future—or a technology of the past, 
depending on your perspective. CdTe is feeling price pressure, 
but it is still the best suited of current thin films to weather the 
price onslaught. CIS and CIGS continue to struggle and will 
either emerge stronger due to the competition or die an ago-
nizing death. It’s not a great time to be developing a new PV 
technology, as illustrated by Solyndra. However, the growing 
market will continue to provide opportunities for good ideas 
that can compete on price.”
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tobin bootH 
“Several companies that did not display at the conference 
were conspicuous by their absence. For example, some 
thin-film CIGS module companies, such as MiaSolé, Nano-
solar and Stion, were not exhibiting on the show floor. The 
price reductions in crystalline modules have to be discon-
certing to any thin-film company. However, these products 
are extremely interesting and offer unique advantages over 
crystalline modules, such as lower voltage drop due to high 
temperature and less power impacts due to shading. As an 
industry, we need to have a variety of products to choose 
from in different situations.

“The expiration of the Federal Investment Tax Credit 
(ITC) cash grant is currently the key issue for the US solar 
industry. The IRS Section 1603 provisions that allow the ITC 
to be taken as a grant have enabled this industry to over-
come some major economic challenges and other hurdles 
over the last 24 months. If this benefit goes away at year-
end, it throws yet another stumbling block in front of the 
entire PV industry.”

GreG ball  
“Much was said about ground faults and fire prevention at 
this year’s SPI. This was highlighted by Bill Brooks’s presen-
tation on ‘blind-spot’ ground faults—those occurring on the 
grounded conductor, undetected by inverter ground-fault 
detection devices—that have led to high-profile fires on 
large PV systems. There is no doubt that ground-fault detec-
tion that relies on 5 A fuses in the ground path needs to be 
replaced by more sophisticated measures: differential current 
measurement, reverse current detection, insulation testing, 
arc detection and so forth. 

“At the same time, the industry also needs to reconsider the 
usefulness—or lack thereof—of array fuses. On large systems 
with multiple combiner boxes, the outputs of those boxes are 
combined again, usually at or near the inverter, with fuses typi-
cally in the 100 A to 400 A range. Code requires that these fuses 
be sized, as they are with source circuits, using a 1.56 multiplier. 
This ensures that the fuses never blow in the forward current 
direction, but protect the cables from backfed fault currents 
from the rest of the array. 

“The problem is that the fault currents that could actu-
ally cause these fuses to blow will typically cause some spec-
tacular damage or even result in a serious fire before the fuse 
operates—if it operates at all. I’ve personally inspected three 
different ‘crime scenes’ recently on large systems where I 
wound up looking at the unblemished array fuses and think-
ing, ‘Thanks for nothing.’ The destruction at combiner boxes 
and arrays would be so much less if instead of a fuse there 
was a simple reverse-current relay tripping a contactor on the 
faulted feeder. To make matters worse, so much money and 

switchgear equipment is required to ensure that these fuses 
can be de-energized for replacement.

“Meanwhile, utility-scale system designers are pushing the 
array-to-inverter sizing ratio higher to reduce the levelized cost 
of energy. This is leading to situations where if the 1.56 multi-
plier is used to size the array fuses, their sum is greater than the 
inverter’s rated short-circuit input current. Now the fuse can’t 
protect anything, not even the inverter. In that situation, Code 
should allow the fuses to be sized smaller. Under normal sunny 
conditions, they won’t nuisance-trip because the inverter will 
be actively limiting the input current anyway. 

“My pitch, therefore, is to start thinking about how the 
2017 edition of the NEC can be changed to promote protection 
alternatives, such as reverse-current detection, that can com-
pletely replace the overcurrent protection requirement; and, 
when appropriate, allow fuse sizing to be reduced to take into 
account inverter operation and ratings.”
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D
ue to significant decreases in PV module cost and 
the rising cost of fuel for backup generators, many 
off-grid renewable energy systems are increas-
ing in size. Advancements in power condition-
ing equipment, such as higher power inverter/ 

chargers and PV array charge controllers, and the increased 
availability of high-capacity batteries are also driving this 
trend. As remote, stand-alone systems with large PV arrays 
become more common, the demand for high-capacity  
battery banks is growing. Designing and installing a high-
capacity battery bank involves more than simply adding 
strings of batteries to increase storage capacity. High-capacity 
banks require proper battery selection and a careful analysis 
of the available products and design trade-offs to achieve a 
durable, high-performance system with a long service life.

For the purpose of this article and the accompanying 
product specifications tables, I define a high-capacity bat-
tery bank as one with 50 kWh or greater of energy storage. A 

system of this size typically provides 1,000 amp-hours (Ah) 
of total energy storage at 48 Vdc nominal. In the US, a 48 
Vdc configuration is the standard for large battery-based 
systems due to code and safety issues associated with higher 
battery system voltages. Outside of the US, nominal bat-
tery system voltages higher than 48 Vdc may be more com-
mon. I focus specifically on lead-acid batteries and related 
product selection and system design considerations. While 
additional battery technologies are commercially available, 
including lithium ion, they are prohibitively expensive for 
use in stationary applications at this time.

HigH- Versus Low-CapaCity Batteries 
Designers and installers who work on off-grid applications 
have significant experience with 12 V or, more commonly, 6 V  
lead-acid batteries with capacities ranging from 100 Ah to 
400 Ah. These low- and medium-capacity batteries are typi-
cally made up of individual 2 V cells that are manufactured 

By Christopher Freitas
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as complete units, often referred to as monoblock batteries. 
Monoblock batteries do not allow for the removal of indi-
vidual cells and do not provide access to individual cells 
for electrical testing. When high-capacity battery banks 
are required, a common error that inexperienced system 
designers make is to connect these 6 V or 12 V batteries in 
series and parallel to achieve higher bank voltage and capac-
ity. However, configuring multiple strings of batteries in 
parallel often results in poor performance and shorter-than-
expected service life due to unequal charge and discharge 
rates between the individual battery strings. Multiple series 
strings also lead to an increase in ongoing maintenance time 
and cost.

In contrast, well-designed high-capacity battery banks 
are typically configured using between one and three series-
connected strings of individual 2 V lead-acid cells, with one 
series string being the ideal design goal. Designing the sys-
tem around a single series string of batteries is generally the 
optimal approach, but very large systems may require paral-
leling of series strings to reach the required storage capacity. 
The high-capacity batteries that are listed in the accompany-
ing specifications tables (pp. 70–76) have amp-hour capaci-
ties that range from 500 Ah to over 5,000 Ah at the 20-hour 
rate. Due to their high capacities, these batteries can often 
eliminate the need to connect series strings in parallel.  

Some manufacturers group individual 2 V cells in sets of 
six or more in large steel cases or trays to protect the more 
fragile plastic containers of the individual cells. In many 
instances, these industrial batteries are designed to allow 
individual cells to be removed from the steel case, making 
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Steel trays  Manufacturers often group individual high-capacity 
2 V cells in sets of six or more in large steel trays, like this Solar-
One battery distributed by Northwest Energy Storage. Most, 
but not all, designs allow for the removal of individual cells to 
facilitate transportation, installation and servicing.
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transportation, installa-
tion and servicing easier.

Historically, integra-
tors have favored using 
low- and medium-
capacity 6 V or 12 V 
batteries wired in series 
and parallel to form 
a larger battery bank 
because it is often easier 
and less expensive up-
front than using higher-

capacity industrial batteries. Low- and medium-capacity 
batteries are often available off the shelf and locally in stock, 
which eliminates the shipping costs that the higher-capacity 
models incur. In addition, these lower-capacity models usu-
ally weigh 125 pounds or less and feature durable cases with 
handles that make them easy for one or 
two people to move. Specifying 2 V cells 
or other large batteries manufactured as 
4, 6, 12 or even 24 Vdc units often requires 
ordering the battery with enough lead 
time to have it shipped from the manu-
facturer. Handling high-capacity cells 
or steel-cased grouped cells can be dif-
ficult. While smaller 2 V cells with 500 
Ah capacities can weigh as little as 57 
pounds, the highest-capacity individual 
2 V cell listed in the specifications tables 
weighs close to 800 pounds. Steel-cased 
batteries formed from groups of 2 V cells 
can weigh more than a ton. A sturdy fork-
lift is usually required for the unloading 
and installation of these industrial bat-
teries, and some remote sites with lim-
ited or challenging vehicular access may 
limit or eliminate their use entirely.

tHe adVantages of 2 V CeLLs 
In my experience, the hassle factor of a battery bank is pro-
portional to the square of the number of paralleled strings. 
A two-string battery bank is four times more effort overall 
compared to a single-string battery bank. A three-string bat-
tery bank is nine times more effort overall. High-capacity 
battery banks should use paralleled series strings only when 
absolutely necessary.

There are numerous benefits to using individual 2 V cells 
or batteries composed of accessible 2 V cells. One benefit is 
that they are available in a wide variety of capacities rang-
ing from under 500 Ah to just over 5,000 Ah. This range of 
capacities makes it possible for most 48 Vdc nominal sys-
tems to be configured with a single string of 24 cells in series, 
which results in the minimum number of cells in a system 
and minimizes the number of electrical connections and 
time required for maintenance. Since this design does not 
require paralleled strings, it eliminates the possibility of the 
battery bank becoming imbalanced due to unequal charge 
and discharge currents.

For very large battery banks over 175 kWh total capacity, 
paralleling two series strings is typically required. Battery cells 
larger than 3,500 Ah can be hard to source and even more dif-
ficult to transport and install. Even larger systems may require 
three battery strings in parallel. Designing large battery banks 
with more than three series strings is not advisable because it 
is difficult to keep the strings balanced and sharing the load 
equally. There are some alternative design strategies that can 
be used for these extremely high-capacity system require-
ments (see “SMA Multicluster System Configuration,” p. 80).

Another significant advantage of using individual 2 V cells 
is that it usually allows for measurement of each individual 

cell’s voltage. Typically, this 
is not possible with 6 V or 12 
V batteries because the cell’s 
series interconnections are 
not accessible. The ability to 
check individual cell voltage is 
particularly useful when valve-
regulated lead-acid (VRLA), 
absorbed  C o N t i N u E d  o N  pa g E  6 8  
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High-capacity 2 V   
Surrette Battery 
manufactures a range 
of flooded batteries 
that are available as 
individual 2 V cells, like 
this 2,430 Ah 2 YS 31P, 
as well as 4 V,  
6 V and 8 V high-
capacity models. Sur-
rette now manufactures 
several 2 V AGM bat-
teries with capacities 
up to 3,300 Ah.
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High-capacity L-16  Several 
manufacturers produce 2-volt 
L-16 batteries that minimize 
the need to design systems 
with multiple series strings. 
This U.S. Battery US RE L-16 
2VXC model has a capacity 
of 1,100 Ah and weighs 114 
pounds, allowing easy trans-
port and installation.C
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glass mat (AGM) or gelled electrolyte (Gel) 
batteries are specified because unlike with 
flooded cells, it is not possible to use a 
hydrometer to measure the electrolyte’s 
specific gravity.

Having access to each individual cell’s 
terminals makes it possible to provide an 
individual cell with a corrective charge via 
a small portable power supply if a severe 
imbalance occurs. This can often be much 
easier and less stressful on the battery bank 
than performing an equalization charge 
that overcharges all the good cells to bring 
up any undercharged cells. Applying a cor-
rective charge to an individual cell or cells 
is the most practical way to correct imbal-
ances in a sealed AGM or Gel battery bank.

fLooded and seaLed Batteries 
The increased availability of high-capacity 
2 V sealed batteries makes them a viable 
option for large battery banks. In fact, the 
accompanying tables include slightly more 
sealed than flooded battery models. Sealed 
VRLA batteries can utilize either AGM or 
Gel construction. System designers should be aware that even 
though these two types of batteries are considered similar, the 
differences between them can make one type more suitable 
than the other for a particular installation. In addition, bat-
tery construction specifics vary from manufacturer to manu-
facturer. If you have a project that calls for VRLA batteries, 

contact the manufacturers listed in 
the specifications table to discuss the 
details of the planned site and installa-
tion environment.  

Sealed batteries offer many advan-
tages over flooded batteries, but also 
have several disadvantages that should 
be considered.

The advantages include:

P  Less hazardous—no potential for  
    spilled electrolyte during  
    installation

P  Easier to transport and install
P Not as likely to off-gas (although they will if  

 overcharged)
P Less maintenance—no water to add and a signifi- 

 cant reduction in terminal corrosion
P Less risk of damage from improper maintenance  

 or adding poor-quality water  C o N t i N u E d  o N  pa g E  7 2

Battery orientation  Deka Solar’s 
Unigy II Line includes 31 AGM cell 
models with capacities higher than 500 
Ah at the 20-hour rate. Due to the cells’ 
sealed construction, the batteries can 
be installed in a horizontal orientation, 
which can substantially reduce floor 
space requirements while allowing 
access to each battery cell for mainte-
nance and testing.
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Industrial batteries  Trojan Battery 
recently released a new industrial battery 
line developed specifically for renewable 
energy applications. Removable 2 V cells 
are grouped in a secondary polypropylene 
containment case to form high-capacity  
6 V and 4 V battery models.
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2012 High-Capacity Flooded Lead-Acid Battery Specifications

Manufacturer Model
Nominal 
voltage

Capacity (amp-hours) 1 Dimensions Weight 
(pounds) 220-hr rate 100-hr rate Length (inches) Width (inches) Height (inches)

Crown Battery 2CRP710 2 500 710 6.06 6.56 20.75 76

Crown Battery 2CRP810 2 550 810 6.81 6.56 20.75 85

Crown Battery 2CRP910 2 625 910 7.56 6.56 20.75 95

Crown Battery 2CRP1000 2 700 1,000 8.31 6.56 20.75 105

Crown Battery 2CRP1100 2 750 1,100 6.06 6.56 25.75 109

Crown Battery 2CRP1400 2 1,000 1,400 7.56 6.56 25.75 136

Crown Battery 2CRP1880 2 1,300 1,880 9.81 6.56 25.75 173

Crown Battery 2CRP2030 2 1,400 2,030 10.56 6.56 25.75 194

Crown Battery 2CRP2350 2 1,600 2,350 12.06 6.56 25.75 222

Crown Battery 2CRP2500 2 1,700 2,500 12.81 6.56 25.75 233

Crown Battery 2CRP3000 2 2,050 3,000 10.56 6.56 33.38 259

Crown Battery 2CRP3460 2 2,350 3,460 12.06 6.56 33.38 294

Crown Battery 2CRP3690 2 2,550 3,690 12.81 6.56 33.38 313

Deka/MK Battery 3 M75-13 2 533 655 5.31 6.50 26.44 101

Deka/MK Battery M75-15 2 622 764 6.06 6.56 26.44 115

Deka/MK Battery M75-17 2 711 873 6.81 6.56 26.44 126

Deka/MK Battery M75-19 2 800 982 7.56 6.56 26.44 141

Deka/MK Battery M75-21 2 889 1,091 8.31 6.56 26.44 153

Deka/MK Battery M75-23 2 978 1,200 9.06 6.56 26.44 166

Deka/MK Battery M75-25 2 1,067 1,310 9.81 6.56 26.44 179

Deka/MK Battery M75-27 2 1,155 1,419 10.56 6.56 26.44 193

Deka/MK Battery M75-29 2 1,244 1,528 11.31 6.56 26.44 206

Deka/MK Battery M75-31 2 1,333 1,637 12.06 6.56 26.44 217

Deka/MK Battery M75-33 2 1,422 1,746 12.81 6.56 26.44 231

Deka/MK Battery M85-11 2 504 618 4.56 6.50 26.44 90

Deka/MK Battery M85-13 2 605 742 5.31 6.50 26.44 104

Deka/MK Battery M85-15 2 705 865 6.06 6.56 26.44 119

Deka/MK Battery M85-17 2 806 989 6.81 6.56 26.44 132

Deka/MK Battery M85-19 2 907 1,113 7.56 6.56 26.44 145

Deka/MK Battery M85-21 2 1,008 1,236 8.31 6.56 26.44 159

Deka/MK Battery M85-23 2 1,109 1,360 9.06 6.56 26.44 173

Deka/MK Battery M85-25 2 1,209 1,483 9.81 6.56 26.44 187

Deka/MK Battery M85-27 2 1,310 1,607 10.56 6.56 26.44 200

Deka/MK Battery M85-29 2 1,411 1,731 11.31 6.56 26.44 214

Deka/MK Battery M85-31 2 1,512 1,854 12.06 6.56 26.44 226

Deka/MK Battery M85-33 2 1,612 1,978 12.81 6.56 26.44 240

Deka/MK Battery M100-11 2 592 727 4.56 6.50 31.32 104

Deka/MK Battery M100-13 2 712 873 5.31 6.50 31.32 119

Deka/MK Battery M100-15 2 830 1,018 6.06 6.56 31.32 136

Deka/MK Battery M100-17 2 949 1,164 6.81 6.56 31.32 150

Deka/MK Battery M100-19 2 1,067 1,309 7.56 6.56 31.32 166

Deka/MK Battery M100-21 2 1,186 1,455 8.31 6.56 31.32 180

Deka/MK Battery M100-23 2 1,304 1,600 9.06 6.56 31.32 197

Deka/MK Battery M100-25 2 1,423 1,746 9.81 6.56 31.32 212

Deka/MK Battery M100-27 2 1,541 1,891 10.56 6.56 31.32 227

Deka/MK Battery M100-29 2 1,659 2,035 11.31 6.56 31.32 244

Deka/MK Battery M100-31 2 1,779 2,182 12.06 6.56 31.32 258

Deka/MK Battery M100-33 2 1,896 2,326 12.81 6.56 31.32 275
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footnote Key
1  Capacity at 25°C (77°F) at 1.75 volts/cell
2  Wet weight including electrolyte 
3  Deka and MK Battery are subsidiaries of East Penn Manufacturing; weight specifications 
 include steel tray
4  Solar-One batteries are configured in 12 Vdc groups of six removable cells housed in a  
 single steel enclosure
5  Exide EnerSol T Series and OPzS Series capacities at 24-hr rate at 1.80 volts/cell

6  Exide EnerSol T Series and OPzS Series 100-hr rate capacities at 1.85 volts/cell
7  Hawker 085F13-FN through 085F33-FN models have nonremovable 2 V cells  
 with soldered interconnects 
8  Hawker 085F17-FR through 085F33-FR models have removable 2 V cells
9  Trojan capacity specifications at 27°C (80°F)
NA = not available

Manufacturer Model
Nominal 
voltage

Capacity (amp-hours) 1 Dimensions Weight 
(pounds) 220-hr rate 100-hr rate Length (inches) Width (inches) Height (inches)

Enersys/Solar-One 4 SO-6-85-17/12 12 845 NA 40.00 7.75 25.00 742

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-85-19/12 12 950 NA 40.00 8.55 25.00 808

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-85-21/12 12 1,055 NA 40.00 8.75 25.00 880

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-85-23/12 12 1,160 NA 40.00 9.00 25.00 959

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-85-25/12 12 1,270 NA 40.00 10.25 25.00 1,036

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-85-27/12 12 1,375 NA 40.00 11.25 25.00 1,102

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-85-31/12 12 1,585 NA 40.00 12.75 25.00 1,252

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-85-33/12 12 1,690 NA 40.00 13.50 25.00 1,336

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-100-33/12 12 1,990 NA 40.00 13.50 28.00 1,550

Enersys/Solar-One SO-6-125-33/12 12 2,490 NA 40.00 13.50 33.00 1,698

Exide Technologies EnerSol T 650 2 625 5 647 6 4.69 7.83 20.00 65

Exide Technologies EnerSol T 760 2 729 755 5.39 7.83 20.00 68

Exide Technologies EnerSol T 880 2 840 869 5.39 7.83 21.89 84

Exide Technologies EnerSol T 1000 2 960 993 6.10 7.83 21.89 95

Exide Technologies EnerSol T 1130 2 1,080 1,117 6.81 7.83 21.89 105

Exide Technologies EnerSol T 1250 2 1,200 1,241 7.52 7.83 21.89 116

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 660 2 515 5 645 6 5.79 8.19 20.19 68

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 765 2 600 750 6.61 8.19 20.19 78

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 985 2 770 970 5.79 8.19 27.00 97

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 1080 2 845 1,055 5.79 8.19 27.00 104

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 1320 2 1,030 1,295 8.35 7.60 27.00 132

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 1410 2 1,105 1,380 8.35 7.60 27.00 140

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 1650 2 1,290 1,620 8.35 9.25 27.00 161

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 1990 2 1,550 1,950 8.35 10.90 27.00 190

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 2350 2 1,910 2,300 8.35 10.90 32.91 238

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 2500 2 2,015 2,445 8.35 10.90 32.91 251

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 3100 2 2,520 3,040 8.46 15.75 31.97 333

EExide Technologies OPzS Solar 3350 2 2,740 3,280 8.46 15.75 31.97 348

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 3850 2 3,135 3,765 8.46 19.29 31.97 406

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 4100 2 3,355 4,000 8.46 19.29 31.97 421

Exide Technologies OPzS Solar 4600 2 3,765 4,500 8.46 22.83 31.97 478

Hawker 085F13-FN 7 12 632 NA 30.75 7.75 25.00 468

Hawker 085F15-FN 12 735 NA 35.25 6.94 25.00 564

Hawker 085F17-FN 12 845 NA 38.25 6.94 25.00 666

Hawker 085F19-FN 12 950 NA 38.25 7.69 25.00 738

Hawker 085F21-FN 12 1,055 NA 38.25 8.44 25.00 816

Hawker 085F23-FN 12 1,160 NA 38.25 9.19 25.00 888

Hawker 085F25-FN 12 1,270 NA 38.25 9.94 25.00 966

Hawker 085F27-FN 12 1,375 NA 38.25 10.19 25.00 1,044

Hawker 085F29-FN 12 1,482 NA 38.25 11.44 25.00 1,116

Hawker 085F31-FN 12 1,585 NA 38.25 12.19 25.00 1,194

Hawker 085F33-FN 12 1,690 NA 38.25 12.94 25.00 1,272

Hawker 085F17-FR 8 12 845 NA 38.25 6.94 25.00 666

Hawker 085F19-FR 12 950 NA 38.25 7.69 25.00 738

Hawker 085F21-FR 12 1,055 NA 38.25 8.44 25.00 816

Hawker 085F23-FR 12 1,160 NA 38.25 9.19 25.00 888

Hawker 085F25-FR 12 1,270 NA 38.25 9.94 25.00 966

Hawker 085F27-FR 12 1,375 NA 38.25 10.19 25.00 1,044
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2012 High-Capacity Flooded Lead-Acid Battery Specifications

Manufacturer Model
Nominal 
voltage

Capacity (amp-hours) 1 Dimensions Weight 
(pounds) 220-hr rate 100-hr rate Length (inches) Width (inches) Height (inches)

Hawker 085F29-FR 12 1,482 NA 38.25 11.44 25.00 1,116

Hawker 085F31-FR 12 1,585 NA 38.25 12.19 25.00 1,194

Hawker 085F33-FR 12 1,690 NA 38.25 12.94 25.00 1,272

Surrette/Rolls Battery S-1380 2 1,050 1,380 13.38 7.13 17.00 115

Surrette/Rolls Battery S-1590 2 1,200 1,596 13.38 7.13 17.00 121

Surrette/Rolls Battery S-1725 2 1,300 1,728 13.38 7.13 17.00 125

Surrette/Rolls Battery 2 KS 33P 2 1,766 2,490 15.44 8.31 24.81 208

Surrette/Rolls Battery 2 YS 31P 2 2,430 3,426 15.50 9.00 31.63 285

Surrette/Rolls Battery 4 CS 17P 4 546 770 14.38 8.25 18.25 128

Surrette/Rolls Battery 4 KS 21P 4 1,104 1,557 15.75 9.38 24.75 267

Surrette/Rolls Battery 4 KS 25P 4 1,350 1,904 15.75 10.63 24.75 315

Surrette/Rolls Battery 6 CS 17P 6 546 770 22.00 8.25 18.25 221

Surrette/Rolls Battery 6 CS 21P 6 683 963 22.00 9.75 18.25 271

Surrette/Rolls Battery 6 CS 25P 6 820 1,156 22.00 11.25 18.25 318

Surrette/Rolls Battery 8 CS 17P 8 546 770 28.25 8.25 18.25 294

Surrette/Rolls Battery 8 CS 25P 8 820 1,156 28.25 11.25 18.25 424

Trojan Battery L16RE-2V 2 1,110 9 1,235 9 11.63 7.00 17.69 119

Trojan Battery IND13-6V 6 673 820 22.38 10.25 24.00 315

Trojan Battery IND17-6V 6 897 1,090 26.69 10.25 24.00 415

Trojan Battery IND23-4V 4 1,233 1,500 22.38 10.25 24.00 370

Trojan Battery IND29-4V 4 1,570 1,910 26.69 10.25 24.00 465

U.S.  Battery US RE L-16 2VXC 2 1,100 1,250 11.88 7.13 16.75 114

P No need to equalize—electrolyte does not stratify
P Some models can be mounted horizontally, reducing  

 space requirements
P Can handle higher charging and discharging rates

The disadvantages include:

P Much more sensitive to improper charging and 
 discharging
P Most cannot be equalize-charged to reverse damage
P Easy to overcharge and damage, especially in hot  

 climates
P Require temperature-compensated charging sources
P Higher up-front cost

Sealed batteries are worth considering if the battery 
bank is part of a system that you expect to be minimally 
managed, particularly if there are concerns that the ongo-
ing maintenance required by flooded batteries may not be 
done properly. However, if it is likely that the battery will be 
left at a low state of charge (SOC) level for long periods of 
time, then flooded batteries are probably a better choice. 
Many AGM and Gel batteries are designed primarily for float 

or shallow-cycle applications, but this does not mean that 
they are unsuitable for off-grid systems with a large PV array. 
Systems utilizing flooded batteries require rigorous training 
of on-site personnel, or, preferably, they should be covered 
by a maintenance contract.

On some systems, the combination of PV array output 
and the backup generator charger’s output may result in too 
high a combined charge rate for the size of the battery bank. 
For example, Surrette/Rolls recommends not exceeding a 
charging rate of 15% of the C/6 capacity rating for its flooded 
batteries. For a 100 kWh (2,000 Ah) battery bank, this would 
result in a limit of 300 A. If the system had a 14 kW inverter/
charger system with 180 amps of battery-charging capac-
ity, this would allow for an approximately 8 kW nameplate- 
rated PV array; this is an unrealistically small PV array 
considering the battery bank’s capacity. Many sealed AGM  
and Gel batteries do not have a specified limit on the  
charging rate since they tend to have lower internal imped-
ance and can accept higher charging currents. This might  
be a significant reason to consider using a sealed bat-
tery when faced with this situation. Many manufacturers,  
including Surrette, now produce both flooded and VRLA  
batteries.  C o N t i N u E d  o N  pa g E  7 6

Central  Inverter TrendsHigh-Capacity Battery Banks
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2012  High-Capacity Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid Battery Specifications

Manufacturer Model Type Nominal voltage

Capacity (amp-hours) 1 Dimensions

Weight 
(pounds)20-hr rate 100-hr rate

Length 
(inches)

Width 
(inches)

Height
 (inches)

Concorde Battery PVX-5040T AGM 2 504 2 574 10.21 6.60 8.93 57

Concorde Battery PVX-5340T AGM 2 534 604 12.90 6.75 8.96 64

Concorde Battery PVX-6240T AGM 2 624 710 12.01 6.60 8.93 65

Concorde Battery PVX-6480T AGM 2 648 746 12.90 6.75 8.96 67

Concorde Battery PVX-6720T AGM 2 672 780 10.28 7.06 9.92 70

Concorde Battery PVX-7680T AGM 2 768 876 12.90 6.75 8.96 75

Concorde Battery PVX-9150T AGM 2 915 1,062 10.28 7.06 12.94 94

Concorde Battery PVX-12150HT AGM 2 1,215 1,329 11.64 6.95 15.73 124

Deka/MK Battery 3 AVR45-21 AGM 2 536 605 8.00 15.77 6.25 74

Deka/MK Battery AVR45-23 AGM 2 590 665 8.75 15.77 6.25 81

Deka/MK Battery AVR45-25 AGM 2 643 726 9.50 15.77 6.25 88

Deka/MK Battery AVR45-27 AGM 2 697 786 10.25 15.77 6.25 95

Deka/MK Battery AVR45-29 AGM 2 750 847 11.00 15.77 6.25 102

Deka/MK Battery AVR45-31 AGM 2 804 907 11.75 15.77 6.25 109

Deka/MK Battery AVR45-33 AGM 2 858 968 12.50 15.77 6.25 116

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-13 AGM 2 539 627 5.00 22.87 6.19 72

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-15 AGM 2 635 732 5.75 22.87 6.25 83

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-17 AGM 2 728 836 6.50 22.87 6.25 94

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-19 AGM 2 820 941 7.25 22.87 6.25 105

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-21 AGM 2 913 1,046 8.00 22.87 6.25 116

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-23 AGM 2 1,006 1,150 8.75 22.87 6.25 127

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-25 AGM 2 1,099 1,255 9.50 22.87 6.25 137

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-27 AGM 2 1,191 1,359 10.25 22.87 6.25 148

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-29 AGM 2 1,284 1,464 11.00 22.87 6.25 159

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-31 AGM 2 1,377 1,568 11.75 22.87 6.25 170

Deka/MK Battery AVR75-33 AGM 2 1,469 1,673 12.50 22.87 6.25 181

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-11 AGM 2 565 672 4.25 25.49 6.19 70

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-13 AGM 2 678 807 5.00 25.49 6.19 83

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-15 AGM 2 791 941 5.75 25.49 6.25 96

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-17 AGM 2 904 1,076 6.50 25.49 6.25 108

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-19 AGM 2 1,016 1,210 7.25 25.49 6.25 121

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-21 AGM 2 1,129 1,345 8.00 25.49 6.25 134

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-23 AGM 2 1,242 1,479 8.75 25.49 6.25 147

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-25 AGM 2 1,355 1,613 9.50 25.49 6.25 160

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-27 AGM 2 1,468 1,748 10.25 25.49 6.25 172

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-29 AGM 2 1,581 1,882 11.00 25.49 6.25 186

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-31 AGM 2 1,694 2,017 11.75 25.49 6.25 198

Deka/MK Battery AVR95-33 AGM 2 1,807 2,151 12.50 25.49 6.25 211

Deka/MK Battery AVR125-33 AGM 2 2,367 2,930 12.50 27.00 6.25 300

Deka/MK Battery G45-21 Gel 2 518 597 8.31 6.56 15.69 106

Deka/MK Battery G45-23 Gel 2 569 657 9.06 6.56 15.69 156

Deka/MK Battery G45-25 Gel 2 621 716 9.81 6.56 15.69 170

Deka/MK Battery G45-27 Gel 2 673 776 10.56 6.56 15.69 184

Deka/MK Battery G45-29 Gel 2 725 836 11.31 6.56 15.69 198

Deka/MK Battery G45-31 Gel 2 776 896 12.06 6.56 15.69 212

Deka/MK Battery G45-33 Gel 2 828 955 12.81 6.56 15.69 226

Deka/MK Battery G75-13 Gel 2 518 597 5.31 6.50 23.44 103
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footnote Key
1  Capacity at 25°C (77°F) at 1.75 volts/cell
2  Concorde PVX battery capacities at 24-hr rate
3  Deka and MK Battery are subsidiaries of East Penn Manufacturing; weight specifications for G45 through G105 models include steel tray 
NA = not available

Manufacturer Model Type Nominal voltage

Capacity (amp-hours) 1 Dimensions

Weight 
(pounds)20-hr rate 100-hr rate

Length 
(inches)

Width 
(inches)

Height
 (inches)

Deka/MK Battery G75-15 Gel 2 604 697 6.06 6.56 23.44 125

Deka/MK Battery G75-17 Gel 2 690 796 6.81 6.56 23.44 136

Deka/MK Battery G75-19 Gel 2 776 896 7.56 6.56 23.44 152

Deka/MK Battery G75-21 Gel 2 863 995 8.31 6.56 23.44 166

Deka/MK Battery G75-23 Gel 2 949 1,095 9.06 6.56 23.44 175

Deka/MK Battery G75-25 Gel 2 1,035 1,194 9.81 6.56 23.44 188

Deka/MK Battery G75-27 Gel 2 1,121 1,294 10.56 6.56 23.44 201

Deka/MK Battery G75-29 Gel 2 1,208 1,393 11.31 6.56 23.44 211

Deka/MK Battery G75-31 Gel 2 1,294 1,493 12.06 6.56 23.44 223

Deka/MK Battery G75-33 Gel 2 1,380 1,592 12.81 6.56 23.44 237

Deka/MK Battery G105-11 Gel 2 604 697 4.56 6.50 31.31 123

Deka/MK Battery G105-13 Gel 2 725 836 5.31 6.50 31.31 142

Deka/MK Battery G105-15 Gel 2 845 975 6.06 6.56 31.31 165

Deka/MK Battery G105-17 Gel 2 966 1,114 6.81 6.56 31.31 183

Deka/MK Battery G105-19 Gel 2 1,087 1,254 7.56 6.56 31.31 203

Deka/MK Battery G105-21 Gel 2 1,208 1,393 8.31 6.56 31.31 223

Deka/MK Battery G105-23 Gel 2 1,328 1,532 9.06 6.56 31.31 243

Deka/MK Battery G105-25 Gel 2 1,449 1,672 9.81 6.56 31.31 263

Deka/MK Battery G105-27 Gel 2 1,570 1,811 10.56 6.56 31.31 283

Discover Energy EV2500 AGM 2 560 627 9.49 6.73 14.45 75

Discover Energy EV2600 AGM 2 672 752 11.89 6.89 14.45 95

Discover Energy EV2800 AGM 2 896 1,003 16.14 6.89 14.45 128

Discover Energy EV21000 AGM 2 1,120 1,254 18.98 6.89 14.45 148

Discover Energy EV21500 AGM 2 1,680 1,881 15.75 13.78 15.04 223

Discover Energy EV22000 AGM 2 2,240 2,508 19.29 13.78 15.04 293

Discover Energy EV23000 AGM 2 3,360 3,763 27.95 13.78 15.04 452

Discover Energy EV216-A-A AGM 2 1,170 1,310 11.60 7.10 16.80 121

Discover Energy D25000 AGM 2 550 NA 9.49 6.89 14.40 73

Discover Energy D26000 AGM 2 650 NA 11.90 6.89 14.50 93

Discover Energy D28000 AGM 2 900 NA 16.10 6.89 14.50 126

Discover Energy D210000 AGM 2 1,120 NA 18.70 6.89 14.50 147

Discover Energy D220000 AGM 2 2,240 NA 19.30 13.60 15.00 291

Discover Energy D230000 AGM 2 3,360 NA 27.90 13.80 15.00 450

Discover Energy D212000 AGM 2 1,300 NA 18.70 6.89 14.50 157

Exide Technologies 6-90G11 AGM 12 500 600 30.69 23.56 8.53 447

Exide Technologies 6-90G13 AGM 12 600 720 35.19 23.56 8.53 557

Exide Technologies 6-90G15 AGM 12 700 840 39.69 23.56 8.59 637

Exide Technologies 3-100G13 AGM 6 680 790 19.93 26.38 8.53 328

Exide Technologies 3-100G15 AGM 6 800 920 22.18 26.38 8.59 374

Exide Technologies 3-100G17 AGM 6 900 1,000 24.50 26.38 8.59 424

Exide Technologies 3-100G19 AGM 6 1,020 1,100 26.75 26.38 8.59 470

Exide Technologies 3-100G21 AGM 6 1,140 1,300 29.00 26.38 8.59 515

Exide Technologies 3-100G23 AGM 6 1,260 1,400 31.25 26.38 8.59 561

Exide Technologies 3-100G25 AGM 6 1,360 1,500 33.50 26.38 8.59 608

Exide Technologies 3-100G27 AGM 6 1,460 1,700 35.75 26.38 8.59 653

Exide Technologies 3-100G29 AGM 6 1,580 1,800 38.00 26.38 8.59 704

Exide Technologies 3-100G31 AGM 6 1,700 1,900 40.25 26.38 8.59 750
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Manufacturer Model Type Nominal voltage

Capacity (amp-hours) 1 Dimensions

Weight 
(pounds)20-hr rate 100-hr rate

Length 
(inches)

Width 
(inches)

Height
 (inches)

Exide Technologies 3-100G33 AGM 6 1,820 2,100 42.50 26.38 8.59 795

Exide Technologies 1-100G39 AGM 2 2,040 2,370 19.93 26.38 8.53 328

Exide Technologies 1-100G45 AGM 2 2,340 2,760 22.18 26.38 8.59 374

Exide Technologies 1-100G51 AGM 2 2,700 3,000 24.50 26.38 8.59 424

Exide Technologies 1-100G57 AGM 2 3,060 3,300 26.75 26.38 8.59 470

Exide Technologies 1-100G63 AGM 2 3,420 3,900 29.00 26.38 8.59 515

Exide Technologies 1-100G69 AGM 2 3,780 4,200 31.25 26.38 8.59 561

Exide Technologies 1-100G75 AGM 2 4,080 4,500 33.50 26.38 8.59 608

Exide Technologies 1-100G81 AGM 2 4,440 5,100 35.75 26.38 8.59 653

Exide Technologies 1-100G87 AGM 2 4,800 5,400 38.00 26.38 8.59 704

Exide Technologies 1-100G93 AGM 2 5,100 5,700 40.25 26.38 8.59 750

Exide Technologies 1-100G99 AGM 2 5,460 6,300 42.50 26.38 8.59 795

Fullriver Battery DC1150-2 AGM 2 1,150 1,275 11.61 7.05 15.91 127

Hawker 075EL13 Gel 12 553 NA 31.70 7.75 23.00 564

Hawker 075EL17 Gel 12 738 NA 20.20 13.00 23.00 720

Hawker 075EL21 Gel 12 925 NA 31.13 13.00 23.00 885

Hawker 075EL25 Gel 12 1,110 NA 29.30 13.00 23.00 1,050

Hawker 075EL13 Gel 24 553 NA 31.00 12.80 23.00 1,128

Hawker 075EL21 Gel 24 925 NA 38.50 16.60 23.00 1,770

Hawker 075EL25 Gel 24 1,110 NA 38.70 17.00 23.00 2,110

Surrette/Rolls Battery S2-590AGM AGM 2 550 590 9.49 6.77 14.37 69

Surrette/Rolls Battery S2-945AGM AGM 2 880 945 16.18 6.89 14.37 120

Surrette/Rolls Battery S2-1180AGM AGM 2 1,100 1,180 18.66 6.89 14.41 142

Surrette/Rolls Battery S2-1275AGM AGM 2 1,150 1,275 11.61 7.00 16.69 128

Surrette/Rolls Battery S2-1895AGM AGM 2 1,750 1,895 15.79 13.66 14.88 233

Surrette/Rolls Battery S2-2375AGM AGM 2 2,200 2,375 19.29 13.74 15.04 287

Surrette/Rolls Battery S2-3560AGM AGM 2 3,300 3,560 27.99 13.90 15.04 430

MiniMizing required Battery CapaCity 
System designers commonly select the size of the battery 
bank to limit the daily discharge to 20% and the overall dis-
charge to 50% in poor weather conditions. This allows for 
good battery life in most systems. With a system that includes 
a large PV array and a large, high-quality backup generator, 
it may be difficult to justify the inclusion of a very large bat-
tery bank to handle extended periods of poor weather. If you  
oversize the PV array and limit the nighttime loads that are 
operated, a smaller battery may actually work better and 
can significantly reduce the initial cost for the overall sys-
tem. The smaller battery bank becomes fully charged more 
frequently, allowing it to achieve a long service life.

Designing an optimized off-grid system requires an accu-
rate projection of both the system’s electrical loads and the 
available charging sources. In recent years, software has made 
it possible to model the performance of an off-grid system 
and change key variables such as the size of the solar array, 

battery capacity and generator run-time. Modeling programs 
such as HOMER (homerenergy.com) and PVsyst (PVsyst.com) 
are fairly easy to learn and are faster and provide more com-
prehensive results compared to the repetitive, longhand cal-
culations or complex spreadsheets that stand-alone system 
designers have historically used. 

The most basic design variable is determining how large a 
battery bank is required to achieve the desired days of auton-
omy. The current standard design guideline of 3 to 5 days of 
autonomy that is often used during system sizing should be 
reexamined, with 1 to 3 days frequently being more realistic. 
The optimal number of days of autonomy is dependent on 
economic factors. Many fundamental design assumptions 
have changed significantly in the last few years: PV modules, 
racks and controllers have become less expensive while the 
cost of batteries, labor and transportation have increased.

For most off-grid PV systems, designing for too many days 
of autonomy will result in poor battery C o N t i N u E d  o N  pa g E  7 8  
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life. If the PV array is sized to 
meet the site’s loads on typical 
sunny days, then after a period 
of poor weather there usually 
is not enough PV production 
to both power the loads and 
recharge the battery. When poor 
weather occurs, the battery tends 
to become discharged and then 
remain discharged for long peri-
ods of time. Under these condi-
tions, batteries become sulfated. 
The result is a loss of battery 
capacity and decreased opera-
tional life for the bank. To avoid 
this situation, a backup generator 
is typically incorporated into the 
system to power the loads during 
periods of poor weather once the 
battery has become discharged to 
50% of its capacity. 

With the reduced cost of PV 
modules, it is now more practi-
cal to significantly oversize the PV array. An oversized array 
makes it possible to both support daily electrical loads and 
quickly recharge the battery after a period of poor weather. 
This design strategy also ensures that ample solar power is 
produced during periods of partially cloudy weather. With 
an oversized PV array, it is often practical to reduce the bat-
tery capacity while still providing enough days of autonomy. A 
backup generator is usually still required, but it runs less fre-
quently and the battery lasts longer since it is fully recharged 
on a regular basis.

A related and important factor is matching the battery 
capacity to the available ac charging source. Often the capac-
ity of the inverter system’s ac battery charger or chargers cre-
ates a bottleneck when recharging the battery during backup 

generator operation. This results in the battery remaining 
at a low SOC during poor weather, even when the generator 
has been operating for long periods of time. The solution is to 
incorporate additional generator-powered battery chargers 
to allow more of the generator’s output to be stored in the bat-
tery. This often requires purchasing a larger inverter/charger 
system than was originally expected, since adding separate 
battery chargers can be difficult to coordinate with the char-
gers built into the inverter/charger system.

When calculating the required battery capacity, you must 
consider what portion of the loads being powered occur 
during the daytime, when the PV array is producing energy, 
versus at night, when the battery provides the energy. The 
daily depth of discharge (DOD) should be calculated using 
only the loads that occur at night, while the total daily load 
should be used when calculating the DOD for extended peri-
ods of poor weather. In some applications, it can be worth-
while to limit the loads that can be operated at night to force 
more loads to operate during the day when the solar array 
can power them directly. This allows for a smaller battery 
bank and also increases the overall efficiency of the system. 
Automated load control can be accomplished using a volt-
age controlled relay system that detects when the battery is 
being charged. This capability is built into many of the newer 
inverter/charger systems.

redundanCy and faiLure Mitigation strategies 
While the advantages of limiting the number of series strings 
required to meet a system’s design capacity are many, some 

Gel batteries  This system installed by Miller Solar for a CalTrans project in Gorda, Cali-
fornia, includes six high-capacity Hawker VRLA Gel batteries. Eight OutBack VFX3648 
inverter/chargers are used for power processing. Hawker manufactures both Gel and 
flooded battery types.
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Safety MeaSureS

No matter what batteries you specify, at all times 
you must consider the safety of the system’s installers 
and maintenance personnel. they should always use 
personal protective equipment, including safety glasses 
and chemical-resistant gloves and aprons, when 
installing or servicing batteries. When working with 
lead-acid batteries, spill-mitigation materials such as 
baking soda and water should be on hand. personnel 
should use proper lifting techniques and, if possible, be 
aided by forklifts or other mechanical means. {
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integrators are resistant to designs where the entire battery 
bank is composed of a single series string. Their concern? 
The lack of redundancy in the event of a cell failure. For large 
battery systems, some designers prefer to use two series-
connected strings in parallel to provide redundancy. Speci-
fying two strings is a good idea for sites where redundancy 
is absolutely critical, such as a telecommunications facility. 
Two paralleled strings allow one string to be disconnected 
for maintenance or testing while the system continues to 
operate on the other half of the battery bank.

However, this concept is somewhat flawed when used in 
systems where redundancy is not as critical, such as most resi-
dential applications. While two strings do provide redundancy, 
this approach also doubles the number of connections that 
could potentially corrode, cells to water and check regularly (if 
flooded batteries are specified) and cells that might potentially 
fail. The system design is compromised to eliminate the possi-
bility of a failure event that may not occur—and if it does occur, 
that the backup generator could mitigate until the battery is 
serviced. In addition, two-string banks are typically designed to 
require the full capacity of both strings of batteries to limit the 
DOD. With only one string operational, the system would limp 
along with poor system performance. This would significantly 

impact battery life if it were allowed to persist. True redun-
dancy would require specifying each of the two battery strings 
to meet the full required capacity, which would double the cost 
of the battery bank and is typically not a practical option.

For most applications, a better option to limit the impact 
of a cell failure is to use a single string of 2 V cells. If a cell fail-
ure does occur, one course of action is to replace that cell. This 
may not be a sound option, depending on the age and condi-
tion of the battery pack. Replacing a cell in a battery bank that 
has been in service for several years may cause severe imbal-
ances to develop later. A second option is to operate the sys-
tem on fewer cells (such as 23, 22 or 21 cells) by adjusting the 
setpoints of the system. The most recent SMA Sunny Island 
inverters allow for the easy adjustment of a single nominal 
voltage setpoint from 48 to 46, 44 or 42 Vdc, that automatically 
changes the other required setpoints accordingly. This feature 
saves a significant amount of labor compared to reprogram-
ming every required setpoint manually and also ensures that 
no setpoint is accidentally missed.

Another failure mitigation approach to consider is that 
some inverters have voltage setpoints that can be adjusted 
high enough to allow installation of an additional 25th 2 V 
cell in series at the time of installation. If a failure occurs, a 
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cell can be removed without having the battery bank’s capac-
ity drop below its initial design capacity. In many cases, this 
approach is an option only when using sealed AGM or Gel 
batteries because they have lower charge-voltage parameters 
than flooded cells.

eLeCtriCaL instaLLation Considerations 
Using a single series string of batteries to achieve the desired 
battery capacity is not only optimal for the longevity of the 
bank, but also greatly simplifies installation and ongoing 
maintenance. Wiring a single-string battery bank is straight-
forward. The main consideration is ensuring that the power 
cabling from the battery to the inverter/charger system is 
sized for the current level and the distance of the cable run. In 
large inverter/battery systems, multiple cables wired in par-
allel are typically required. It is critical that these paralleled 

cables be the same length to ensure equal current sharing. 
The negative cables can be a different length than the positive 
cables, however. Often the positive and negative cabling needs 
to be different lengths in order to have the absolute minimum 
amount of cable length between the battery bank and power 
conditioning equipment.

Battery systems with multiple series strings require addi-
tional installation time, cabling and, ideally, overcurrent protec-
tion for each string. When multiple battery strings are installed 
in parallel, it is critical that all total cable lengths (round trip—
positive and negative lengths added together) are equal. If one 
battery string is connected with shorter cables than another, 
the battery string with the shorter cables will provide a dispro-
portionate amount of charge/discharge current, will require 
more water if flooded cells are used and will fail earlier than the 
other strings in the pack.  C o N t i N u E d  o N  pa g E  8 2

SMa Multicluster System Configuration

Developed for off-grid village power systems and large projects with multiple structures, SMa’s Multicluster system 
offers a highly integrated approach. instead of relying on a single high-capacity battery bank, the Multicluster system 

combines multiple individual battery banks via an ac network, often 
referred to as a mini-grid. the system aggregates multiple charg-
ing systems (such as pV arrays, wind and hydro turbines and ac 
generators), synchronizes the sources with battery-based inverter 
systems and distributes power to the ac distribution network.

the Multicluster system topology is based on the ac coupling 
approach that SMa developed for off-grid and battery backup 
pV systems. in contrast to designs with only one inverter/charger 
system integrated with one high-capacity battery bank, the Multi-
cluster’s inverter/chargers are configured in groups of three, called 
clusters. Each cluster shares one battery bank. Several of these 
clusters are in turn connected to form a high-power inverter/charger 
system with independent high-capacity battery banks.

a Multicluster system’s aggregated inverter/charger capacity 
can be as high as 300 kW (12 clusters of three 5 kW inverter/ 
chargers each). a total battery capacity of 1.8 MWh can be 
achieved without connecting any battery strings in parallel. Each 
battery string is individually charged and monitored, which increases 
system performance and extends battery life. the Multicluster 
approach also simplifies system troubleshooting since issues can  
be more easily isolated to specific portions of the overall system.

availability of the SMa Multicluster control box is currently  
limited for North american applications to a single model that 
supports a maximum of four clusters, or a total of 12 Sunny 
island inverter/chargers. this allows for a maximum inverter/ 
charger capacity of 60 kW and up to 600 kWh of battery  
capacity. at this time, the system’s ac output must be configured 
as a 3-phase 120/208 Vac wye, which may be a limitation in 
some applications. {

Mini-grids  Developed primarily for off-grid village 
power applications, SMA’s Multicluster System  
networks multiple individual battery banks,  
ac-coupled renewable charging sources, generators 
and battery-based inverter/charger systems to  
create a highly integrated local mini-grid.
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Using battery terminals to intercon-
nect series strings in parallel is a com-
mon practice in the field, but is less than 
optimal. The ideal arrangement keeps the 
number of connections on the terminals 
of the battery to the absolute minimum 
number possible with no cables jumpered 
to the adjacent battery string to parallel 
them directly. A better approach is to run 
the positive and negative leads from each 
string to common busbars that combine 
the multiple battery strings at a central 
location. This is similar to the way strings 
of PV modules are aggregated in source-
circuit combiner boxes. The output of the 
battery-string combiners in turn feeds the 
inverter/charger system. Using a bused 
rather than a direct-jumpered configura-
tion prolongs the life of the battery pack by 
ensuring that each series string of batter-
ies shares the charge/discharge current as 
equally as possible.

For battery banks with parallel strings, 
a good practice is to include overcur-
rent protection for each battery string. 
This minimizes the potential of the bank 
backfeeding a single shorted battery, 
which can lead to fires and property dam-
age. Battery-string fusing is best accom-
plished with appropriately sized dc-rated 
fuses secured in bolt-in fuse holders that 
are housed in a single enclosure. This arrangement makes it 
easy to isolate one battery string for testing or maintenance 
while allowing the system to continue operation. Individual 
battery-string fuses can provide protection against cata-
strophic failure in the event of major fault in the main discon-
nect breaker panel or elsewhere in the battery bank. Series 
fuses on each battery string also reduce the available short- 
circuit current levels, allowing for the use of lower ampere inter-
rupting current (AIC)–rated circuit breakers for the inverter/
charger disconnects. Without the fuses, the amount of current 
that the circuit breaker has to interrupt during a fault could 
potentially exceed its rating.

HigH-CapaCity Batteries for HigH-performanCe systems 
The wide range of readily available high-capacity battery mod-
els provides integrators with an array of options to reduce or 
eliminate the need for multiple series strings. While more 
expensive initially, industrial batteries generally prove to be 
cost effective over a system’s lifetime. In turn, these stream-
lined battery banks achieve long operational lives, reduce 
ongoing maintenance requirements in the field and result in 

durable, high-performance systems that meet the demands of 
the people who rely on them. 

Surrette S1590—2 V, 1,200 Ah (x 12) 
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Battery combiner

METHOD 1: Typical high-capacity battery bank parallel connection

METHOD 2: Improved high-capacity battery bank parallel connection
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Parallel connections  When multiple series strings of batteries are required,  
positive and negative leads should be run to a combiner box that includes  
common busbars and overcurrent protection for each string. This approach helps 
balance charge/discharge currents between the individual strings.

Christopher freitas / sunenergy power international / Washougal, Wa / 

cfreitas@sunepi.org / sunepi.org

Resources
Concorde Battery / 800.757.0303 / sunxtender.com

Crown Battery / 419.334.7181 / crownbattery.com

Discover energy / 330.874.0205 / discover-energy.com

east penn manufacturing (Deka/mK Battery) / 610.682.6361 /    

   dekabatteries.com

enersys (solar-one) / 941.474.0110 / hupsolarone.com

exide technologies / 678.566.9000 / exide.com

fullriver north america / 800.522.8191 / fullriver.com

Hawker / 423.238.5700 / hawkerpowersource.com

surrette/rolls Battery / 800.681.9914 / surrette.com

trojan Battery / 800.423.6569 / www.trojanbatteryre.com

U.s. Battery manufacturing / 800.695.0945 / usbattery.com

g C O N T A C T

Central  Inverter TrendsHigh-Capacity Battery Banks



Distinguish Your
Company

To find out how to become a NABCEP certified professional, go to:  

www.nabcep.org

Will Herndon, co-owner, American Solar Electric, Scottsdale, AZ
NABCEP Certified PV Installer

“My NABCEP certification provided me with knowledge I can 
pass on to the 15 field construction teams I am responsible for. 

There is nothing else out there like it. It is the clear solution  
to fill company field operation needs.”

NABCEP CERTIFIES: PV TECHNICAL SALES PROFESSIONALS, PV INSTALLERS, SOLAR HEATING INSTALLERS, AND SMALL WIND INSTALLERS 

www.nabcep.org
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Interview An Experienced Perspective

Stuart and Claudia Wentworth,  
Quick Mount PV
Respecting the Roof Since 2006

W ith the launch of Quick Mount 
PV in 2006, Stuart and Claudia 

Wentworth set in motion a significant 
and long overdue advancement in 
code-compliant PV mounting, flashing 
and waterproofing methods. Previously, 
Stuart and Claudia had spent 20 years 
working in the construction trades with 
a focus on green building and metal 
fabrication, as well as 7 years install-
ing PV systems in the San Francisco 
Bay Area. Quick Mount PV currently 
employs 48 people and recently 
announced major expansion plans that 
include an 89,000-square-foot manufac-
turing facility in Walnut Creek, Califor-
nia. Claudia serves as the company’s 
CEO and Stuart serves as COO.

SP: Beyond NEC requirements, what 
codes, standards and regulatory bodies 
should integrators be aware of, particu-
larly as they relate to roof penetrations?
SW: Many entities have a say about 
what happens on the roof. Installers, 
integrators, architects and PV system 
designers are likely familiar with state 
and local building codes and standards, 
but many are less familiar with the code 
requirements of the National Roof-
ing Contractors Association (NRCA), 
the Sheet Metal and Air Condition-
ing Contractors’ National Associa-
tion (SMACNA), the Asphalt Roofing 
Manufacturers Association (ARMA) 
and the Tile Roofing Institute (TRI). 
Each organization provides guidelines 
and technical information on roof types 
and flashing methods. Some guidelines 
are code-required, some are code-
related, and others would be classified 
as industry standards or best practices. 
Roofing manufacturers take industry 

standards and best practices into play 
when detailing their products’ installa-
tion instructions. Not following these 
instructions can void the manufac-
turer’s warranty.
CW: The roofing type, building 
structure and geographic location are 
unique to each PV or solar thermal 
project. In our product-compliance 
research, we discovered that the most 
essential task is maintaining the  
roofing manufacturer’s warranty.  
For each Quick Mount product,  
we cross-referenced the most stringent 
warranty compliance with the roof- 
ing industry’s best practices. Our 
popular Wheel of Accountability 
(quickmountpv.com/waterproof/ 
code-compliant.html) illustrates all  
of these relationships.

SP: The US PV industry has 
been conscious of meet-
ing NEC requirements for 
decades. To what do you 
attribute the lag in wide-
spread industry acceptance 
of code-compliant array 
flashing and waterproofing?
SW: PV is an electrical 
product, of course, and 
the pioneers were more 
likely electronic geeks 
than roofing geeks. The 
considerable safety issues 
in dealing with the higher 
dc voltages common 
in grid-tied PV systems 
naturally came first. 
The roofing penetration 
considerations tend to 
take a backseat, since any 
roof-attachment issues 
become known only 

after high winds or heavy rains cause 
problems. As important as the quality 
of materials and workmanship around 
the roof penetration are, proper flash-
ing and waterproofing is often more of 
an afterthought and problems are fre-
quently caught later when insurance 
companies have gotten involved.
CW: In addition, many kinds of roofs 
and structures create anomalies on any 
given installation, which makes it diffi-
cult to standardize and teach the correct 
way to mount something to a roof. All 
our product designs take many of these 
building variables into account and seek 
to minimize the installer’s liability while 
keeping installation time to a minimum. 
SW: Of course, nothing will be quicker 
than the old L-foot-to-the-roof 
method—except  c o n T i n U E d  o n  PA g E  8 6  

Stuart and Claudia Wentworth, Quick Mount PV   
Since the Wentworths founded Quick Mount PV in 
2006, their focus on product development and edu-
cation related to code-compliant array mounting 
and penetration waterproofing has had a funda-
mental impact on the industry.
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Google Campus, Mountain View, CA
Design and Engineering by Blue Oak Energy 2006-2007

designed, built, and 
maintained.

We focus on delivering 
solid technical solutions to 
every solar project.

Discover engineering 
excellence with 
Blue Oak EneBlue Oak Energy.

Over 350 
Megawatts
of solar power

www.blueoakenergy.com

Operations and 
Maintenance

Full Turn-key 
Installation

Design and 
Engineering

Feasibility 
Studies

www.blueoakenergy.com
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maybe the demise of the company that  
did the installation.

SP: What mounting and flashing prod- 
uct characteristics should integrators  
pay attention to when reviewing  
available solutions?
SW: One of the most important innova-
tions in our original QBlock family of 
mounts is our patented elevated water 
seal. This is accomplished with an 
internal flute, seamlessly joined to the 
flashing, which comes up through an 
attached mounting block. The instal-
lation bolt that goes down through 
this sleeve is then sealed at the top of 
the flute inside the mounting block, 
well above the roof surface, where the 
water runs heavily in a storm. We use 
a cold weld to bond the flute to the 
flashing, not the cheaper hot weld that 
introduces another material subject to 
electrolysis-caused failure over time.
CW: The flashing and mount should 
be made of quality materials like 
aluminum and stainless steel. Does it 
make sense to use materials with an 
expected life that’s less than that of the 
modules they support and the roof they 
are mounted to? Of course not. The 
mount should last at least 25 years. Our 
choice was aluminum since galvanized 
sheet has a shorter lifespan, even when 
regularly painted. And it has a tendency 
to rust, which can cause stains on the 
roof. We use all-aluminum mounting 
blocks and flashings in our QBlock line 
and all-aluminum bases and posts in 
our QBase products. 
SW: Engineering is also very important, 
as the better the shear and pullout 
strength, the fewer mounting points of 
penetration are needed. This results in 
fewer holes and reduces time and liabil-
ity. Our mounting method is not only 
quick on the roof but also saves time in 
BOS prep off the roof, since our product 
includes all the exposed hardware. It 
is stainless steel, and it’s right in the 
box, so we’re not leaving to chance the 
quality and physical properties of the 

mounting hardware used. We use over-
size flashing: 12 by 12 inches on our 
Classic Comp Mount. This enables the 
flashing to get up into the third course 
above the drip line and also helps 
block wind-driven rain from the sides. 
The same goes for the thickness of the 
aluminum: We use thick flashing that 
not only adds life, but also prevents the 
edges from bending upward when the 
installation bolt puts pressure on the 
center of the flashing. This is another 
water block to prevent wind-driven rain 
from getting under the flashing.

SP: The international code council  
Evaluation Services certifies Quick Mount 
PV’s classic composition and Shake 
Roof Mounts to icc-ES-2835. do you 
have plans to obtain this certification for 
additional Quick Mount PV products?  
Are you aware of flashing products  
from other manufacturers that carry a 
similar certification?
CW: Yes, ICC testing is under way to 
certify all Quick Mount PV products. 
There are indeed other ICC-certified 
mounts, although some manufactur-
ers use other agencies accredited by 
ANSI to test and certify flashing and 
mounts. After careful consideration, 
we determined that both the structural 
and waterproofing aspects of ICC are 
paramount. It’s safe to say that ICC is 
the certifying agency with the most 
clout worldwide. ICC is to building as 
UL is to electrical products. We are also 
working toward International Organi-
zation for Standardization (ISO) and 
CE certifications.

SP: What best practices do you  
suggest installers follow to not void  
roof warranties?
SW: This issue is of prime importance. 
There are typically two warranties 
attached to a roof: a labor warranty 
and a materials warranty. The roofer 
who installed the roof gives the labor 
warranty. It commonly lasts 1 to 10 
years. It’s wise to involve the roofer of 

record on a new PV installation for at 
least the waterproofing component. 
If no labor warranty is remaining, a 
manufacturer’s warranty may still be 
in effect on the roofing materials.  
Read the warranty carefully so you 
can work within its guidelines and not 
void it. If there are no warranties on 
the roof, maybe it’s time for a new one. 
Even if a few years are left on the roof, 
it may prove more practical to reroof 
at the same time to keep the life spans 
in sync. If a leak were to occur after an 
installation using our product,  
and it was installed correctly and 
appropriately, the roofing contractor 
should not be liable for any perceived 
wrongdoing by the installer, as neg-
ligence doesn’t come into play. The 
contractor’s insurance company can 
support the fact that the mounts and 
flashings were installed to code, giving 
defense to the argument that the leak 
came from something else—not the 
PV penetrations.
CW: What got us into the business of 
making solar roof mounts was the glar-
ing need for the tools and knowledge to 
install PV and solar thermal on the roof 
the correct way, not only for ourselves 
but industry wide. Keep in mind that 
the blame for any roof problem gravi-
tates to the last worker on the roof. If 
your installation crewmembers were 
the last people on the roof—even if they 
did everything right— you will likely be 
called back to the jobsite. Be sure to use 
only quality products so that in the event 
of litigation, you can prove that you were 
not negligent. Follow the mounting and 
flashing instructions exactly. We include 
full instructions with every box of 
mounts so they are available at the site 
of installation. They are also download-
able from our website.
SW: Don’t forget to take good photos 
before, during and after the installa-
tion.This can help shield you and the 
building owner from liability. And we 
highly recommend that you consult a 
professional roofer  c o n T i n U E d  o n  PA g E  8 8  

Interview
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Schletter Inc.
Tel: (520) 289 - 8700
e-Mail: mail@schletter.us

Schletter Canada Inc.
Tel: (519) 946 - 3800
e-Mail: mail@schletter.ca

Introducing
the AluGrid™ − 
Makes Solar 
Mounting on 
Flat Roofs 
Look Nearly 
Effortless

The NEW AluGrid solar mounting system
snaps together, with only one tool required
for module clamping—it’s that easy.

•  Less material reduces load and costs

•  Built to last, corrosion and UV resistant

•  Fixed 15° tilt for easily repeatable designs  

Call now for
more information
and start saving!

3953 Marsh Creek Road, Linden, TN  37096 • 317-501-2529  • Fax 931-589-5400 
info@solarpathfinder.com • www.solarpathfinder.com

The original Solar Pathfinder  
with its reflective properties 

gives an excellent “instant solar 
blueprint” of the prospective site. 

Now, the NEW Solar Pathfinder 
Assistant software, and 
your digital camera, carry 
that shading information 
into a concise, thorough, 

professional-looking solar site 
analysis report in just seconds.

Solar Pathfinder Assistant: 
automatically adjusts for magnetic 

declination, latitude, azimuth, tilt angle, & 
tracking mode (fixed, 1-axis, 2 axis); 

automatically does yearly energy computations using included NREL data 
(no internet connection necessary); displays “before/after” results of 
removing obstructions; and creates professional-looking reports!

The BEST Tool for Solar Site Analysis

JUST GOT BETTER!
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FAST & ACCURATE!

SolarPath 125 working.indd   1 04/10/2008   10:07:36 AM

Backwoods
 Solar
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Interview

if you are not 100% confident in your 
own roofing knowledge and skills.

SP: What was the impetus for Quick 
Mount PV’s development of the QBase 
mechanical mount?
SW: The motivation came from cus-
tomers asking for taller and taller post 
heights. The QBase’s buttressed pyra-
mid shape greatly increases the shear 
strength of the standoff, opening up 
the potential for new uses, additional 
height options, fewer penetrations and 
increased capacity to withstand the 
forces on a PV array caused by high 
winds. Curved tile roofs require taller 
standoffs above the deck to position 
the mount above the tile. Low-slope 
commercial roofs need taller stand-
offs to clear the thick foam insulation 
common in low-slope roofs. We believe 
the QBase is the strongest off-the-shelf 
solar mount available. The engineering 
reports for all our post heights are on 
our website.

SP: What other engineering reports or 
services does Quick Mount PV offer?
SW: We are sticklers about solid 
engineering, testing and documen-
tation. Installers can download our 
engineering reports from our website 
for inclusion in their permit package 
to their local building department. 
Keep in mind that point loads, spans 
and other necessary system design 
calculations depend on many factors. 
The two calculations we can and do 
provide are the mount’s shear strength 
and pullout strength, which we have 
independently tested for all products. 
But it’s the job of the installer, integra-
tor, architect, PV system designer and 
ultimately the engineer of record to 
use these and other key data to calcu-
late the proper code-compliant span 
between mounts and other critical 
system installation data.

SP: in June 2011 you began manufac-
turing Quick Mount PV products for the 

ontario FiT market. Which Quick Mount 
PV products or components are manu-
factured in ontario?
CW: Currently Quick Mount PV Canada 
fabricates our Classic Comp Mount for 
sale in the Ontario market to qualify 
for the territory’s FIT program. We also 
have distributors in Canada for our full 
line of products. All our distributors are 
listed on our website.

SP: Quick Mount PV partnered with  
Zep Solar to develop a waterproof 
mounting system for the Zep rail-free 
racking platform. Are you working 
directly with other racking manufactur-
ers to develop integrated mounting or 
weatherproofing solutions?
SW: We are. We’re very pleased to be 
selling the specialty mount we made for 
Zep-compatible modules. The feedback 
from the boots on the roof has been 
very positive, as it has proven simple to 
install and also increases the engineer-
ing strength to enable longer spans in 
high wind zones as well as greater snow 
loads. We also just developed the Gator 
Mount for use with Schletter rails. This 
has also met with positive field response. 
There is more in the pipeline. We are 
always happy to talk with leading rack-
ing manufacturers to further our goal of 
keeping solar dry.

SP: do you have any plans to expand 
your product offerings to include  
racking products?
SW: Our goal is to become the mount 
under every racking brand. We have 
solid, combined engineering reports 
in all 50 states on our mounts when 
connected to racking from IronRidge, 
ProSolar, Unirac, Zep and others. We 
don’t have any current plans to manu-
facture racking ourselves. Our focus is 
on the point of penetration, the water-
proofing and the engineering.

SP: Quick Mount PV is active in industry 
training on code-compliant array roof-
mounting methods. What upcoming 

training opportunities are available?
CW: We are fully committed to edu-
cation and training. In this growing 
industry, new folks are always on a 
steep learning curve. We want this 
industry to thrive, and roof mounting 
brings physical buildings and struc-
tures into play. Over the last 5 years 
our training director, Johan Alfsen, has 
single-handedly done more to educate 
the solar trade in best roofing practices 
than anybody in the industry. We’re 
really proud of that accomplishment, 
and we are significantly expanding our 
training program. Team members who 
do trainings throughout North America 
now complement Johan’s work. We are 
producing a growing variety of elec-
tronic versions of our trainings to reach 
an ever-widening audience of install-
ers, distributors, trainers and even 
consumers who want to learn about 
our “Respect the Roof ” philosophy. For 
example, we now give a regular 1-hour 
webinar online. You can sign up on our 
website (quickmountpv.com), where 
you will also find a calendar of all 
upcoming trainings and events. 

SP: is there anything else related to array 
mounting and waterproofing that you 
would like to add?
CW: I’ll just reiterate the importance 
of our mission to keep solar dry. The 
PV industry needs to learn the lessons 
from the solar thermal problems in the 
’70s. The technology survived just fine; 
it was the penetrations through the 
roof that failed. Solving that problem 
once and for all is our mission.
SW: That’s why we invest time and 
money into R&D, engineering, education 
and training. We want this industry to 
succeed for decades to come, and Quick 
Mount PV is our modest contribution to 
the cause. We’ve shipped out more than 
a million mounts and never had a single 
one sent back because of water intru-
sion. I’d like to think this means they’re 
all working just as they were designed 
and engineered to work.
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Volt- and Clamp- meters don’t give you the 
whole picture. The PV Analyzer from Solmetric 
measures the string’s full I-V curve and compares 
it to the expected curve. Verify that your PV 
system is functional and delivering optimal results. 

Solmetric 
PV Analyzer

Expert Tools. Better Solar. www.solmetric.com

What Risk?

•	Ideal	for	commissioning,	 
auditing and troubleshooting  
of PV systems

•	Companion	Megger® MIT430  
for insulation resistance testing

Introducing...Introducing...
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j Over two hundred PV modules from twenty manufacturers
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Training Continuing Education for the Pro

For additional training opportunities and course details, visit solarprofessional.com/training.

Arizona

Grid-Tied PV Design & Installation  
Solar Energy International

Feb 20 – Feb 25
Tucson
solarenergy.org

Sanyo, Enphase & DPW  
Technical Training
Focused Energy

Mar 3 – Mar 5
Phoenix
focusedenergy.net

California 

Solar Installation & Design
Everblue Training Institute

Feb 6 – Feb 10
Berkeley
everblue.edu

Solar PV Contractor Series
Everblue Training Institute

Feb 6 – Feb 10
Berkeley
everblue.edu

PV Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof

Feb 6 – Feb 11
Feb 27 – Mar 3
Mar 12 – Mar 17 
Fremont
bootsontheroof.com

Sanyo, Enphase & DPW  
Technical Training
Focused Energy

Feb 21 – Feb 21
San Francisco
focusedenergy.net

NABCEP Certified PV Installer  
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 1 – Mar 2
Los Angeles
ontility.com

Zep Systems II & III: Hands-On 
Design & Installation 
Zep Solar

Mar 14
Mar 15
San Rafael
zepsolar.com

Colorado 

NABCEP PV Installer Training
Thames Solar Electric 

Mar 5 – Mar 9
Denver
thamessolar.com

Florida

Installing PV Systems 
Florida Solar Energy Center

Feb 6 – Feb 10
Cocoa
secure.fsec.ucf.edu

PV Design & Installation
US Solar Institute

Feb 6 – Feb 10
Fort Lauderdale
ussolarinstitute.com

Fundamentals of Solar Water Heating
Tallahassee Community College

Feb 27 – Mar 10
Tallahassee
workforce.tcc.fl.edu

NABCEP Certified PV Installer  
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 1 – Mar 2
Miami
ontility.com

Louisiana

NABCEP Certified PV Installer  
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 15 – Mar 16
New Orleans
ontility.com

Missouri 

NABCEP Certified PV Installer  
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 15 – Mar 16
St. Louis
ontility.com

New York

Introduction to Off-Grid PV Systems
SUNY Ulster

Mar 14 – Mar 16
Kingston
sunyulster.edu/ce

PV Troubleshooting & Maintenance
SUNY Ulster

Mar 21 – Mar 23
Kingston
sunyulster.edu/ce

NABCEP PV Technical Sales  
Certification Exam Prep
SUNY Ulster

Mar 27 – Mar 28
Kingston
sunyulster.edu/ce

North Carolina

NABCEP Certified PV Installer  
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 8 – Mar 9
Raleigh 
ontility.com

Pennsylvania

Solar PV Sales Seminar
Electric Education Center

Feb 16 – Feb 17
Mar 19 – Mar 23 
Bensalem 
electriceducationcenter.com

PV Design & Installation 
Infinite Solar

Feb 20 – Feb 24
Philadelphia
solarschoolpa.com

NABCEP Certified PV Installer  
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 15 – Mar 16
Philadephia
ontility.com

Texas

Grid-Tied PV System Installation
ImagineSolar

Feb 4
Mar 3 
Austin
imaginesolar.com

PV System Design & Installation 
Hands-On Lab
ImagineSolar

Feb 5
Mar 4 
Austin
imaginesolar.com

Advanced PV System Installation
ImagineSolar

Feb 25 – Feb 26
Austin
imaginesolar.com

Advanced PV System Design
ImagineSolar

Mar 6 – Mar 20
Austin
imaginesolar.com

NABCEP Certified PV Installer  
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 8 – Mar 9
Houston
ontility.com

Utility-Scale PV System Design  
& Installation 
ImagineSolar

Mar 10 – April 8
Austin
imaginesolar.com

Off-Grid PV System Design  
& Installation
ImagineSolar

Mar 24
Austin
imaginesolar.com

Washington

NABCEP Certified PV Installer 
Exam Prep
ONtility

Mar 15 – Mar 16
Seattle
ontility.com

Post or view professional  
trainings online at:
solarprofessional.com/training

http://solarprofessional.com/training
http://solarprofessional.com/training


March 30 - April 1, 2012
Hudson Valley Community College  
TEC-SMART, Malta, NY

This conference offers NABCEP certified installers 
and technical sales professionals an opportunity  
to fulfill their CE requirements at a single event.  
In combination with manufacturer’s and presenter’s 
training sessions, conference registrants will be able 
to attend workshops on the NEC, financial analysis, 
safety, and emerging fire codes.

TEC-SMART (Training and Education Center 
for Semiconductor Manufacturing and Alternative 
and Renewable Technologies) is home to one of 
the nation’s most advanced renewable energy  
training facility. 

l Conference space includes a PV lab, a computer 
lab, and classrooms. 

l Participating industry-leading manufacturers 
include: Direct Power and Water, Magnum Energy, 
Morningstar, OnGrid Solar, Outback Power,  
Power One, Quickmount, Solar World, SMA, 
Solectria, Schletter, Trina Solar, UniRac, and others. 

l  Conference attendance capped at 200 to ensure 
the highest-quality continuing education experience.

l  Open to New York State NABCEP certificants 
first, then available to all NABCEP certificants.

l  Networking opportunity to meet NABCEP 
certified professionals in your industry. 

To register or for more information, go to 
www.nabcep.org

NABCEP CERTIFIES: PV TECHNICAL SALES PROFESSIONALS, PV INSTALLERS, AND SOLAR HEATING INSTALLERS 

www.nabcep.org

exclusive conference media partner

Hudson Valley Community College’s TEC-SMART, Malta, NY

First-ever Continuing Education Conference for  
NABCEP Certified Installers and Technical Sales Professionals. 

www.nabcep.org
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Projects System Profiles 

The solar energy systems at Okana-
gan College’s newest building, the 

Centre of Excellence in Sustainable 
Building Technologies and Renewable 
Energy Conservation, include both the 
largest PV system developed in west-
ern Canada and dual-technology solar 
water heating that uses flat-plate and 
evacuated-tube collectors. The systems 
are designed to produce 100% of the 
facility’s energy on-site. In addition to 
energy production, the systems provide 
students with access to operating arrays 
to enhance their education. The Centre 
was built to meet the ambitious targets 
of the International Living Future  
Institute’s Living Building Challenge 
(ilbi.org), which requires net-zero 

energy and water consumption, among 
other prerequisites. Achieving the high-
est energy production density possible 
was the key challenge for this project.

SkyFire Energy, a solar EPC contrac-
tor with offices in Calgary, Alberta, and 
Toronto, Ontario, served as the project 
developer. The building’s original design 
included PV and solar water-heating 
arrays, as well as multiple energy-
efficiency features such as light wells 
and solar chimneys, which had to be 
accounted for during the layout and 
installation of the solar arrays. Low PV 
array tilt angles (10° typical, but seven 
different tilt angles are present) were 
specified to minimize interrow shading 
between arrays and increase the total 

PV Overview
DESIGN & INSTALLATION LEADS:  

Tim Schulhauser, P.Eng; David Kelly, 

P.Eng; David Vonesch and Jeff  

Smalley, SkyFire Energy,  

skyfireenergy.com

DATE COMMISSIONED: May 2011

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 50 days

LOCATION: Penticton, BC, Canada, 

49°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: 3.9 kWh/m2/day

HIGH/LOW DESIGN TEMPERATURES 

83°F/-17°F

ARRAY CAPACITY: 260 kW

ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:  

292.5 MWh

SkyFire energy
Okanagan College Centre of Excellence
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array capacity and power density. The 
project’s location receives a limited 
amount of annual snowfall, and the 
annual energy output will be minimally 
affected by the low module-tilt angles, 
which are atypical for this latitude.

Satcon Solstice inverters were 
specified, due in part to the wide 
variation in array-tilt angles. The 
Solstice inverters are paired with 
Satcon Solstice Subcombiners, which 
provide string-level MPPT and a 
boost function that fixes each string’s 
output voltage to 575 Vdc. In turn, the 
inverter design is optimized based on 
a fixed input voltage. These features 
enabled SkyFire to design and install 
a system that accounts for varying 
string lengths and tilt angles, allowing 
installation of modules in locations 
that would not have been viable if 
conventional central inverters with a 
single MPPT channel had been used. 
For example, the building includes 
four solar chimneys that have enough 

space for nine modules each. Due to 
the inverter system’s flexibility, the top 
of each chimney holds a single series 
string of modules without complicat-
ing wire management issues.

Conergy PV modules were chosen 
for the project due to Conergy’s value-
added services, including technical 
support during the unique design and 
installation process. The entire array uti-
lizes multiple racking systems to accom-
modate the various roof surfaces. The 
majority of the array uses DPW Solar’s 
POWER-FAB PLP ballasted racking sys-
tem. The only penetrations made for the 
PV mounting system were on the solar 
chimneys, where a top-down mounting 
system was specified. SkyFire utilized a 
customized wire tray system between 
the source circuits and the individual 
combiner boxes. The Satcon source-
circuit combiners were located as close 
as practical to the modules to keep the 
source-circuit conductor lengths as 
short as possible.

PV Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 1,106 Conergy P 235PA, 

235 W STC, +/- 3%, 7.81 Imp, 30.1 

Vmp, 8.44 Isc, 36.8 Voc

INVERTERS: 3-phase, 120/208 Vac 

service, two Satcon Solstice SDMS-

100-UL/CSA, 100 kW, 575 Vdc fixed-

array input voltage, 208 Vac output;  

12 Satcon Solstice Subcombiners 

provide string-level MPPT and  

dc-to-dc conversion

ARRAY: 42 source circuits per 

inverter; modules per string 

varied between nine and 14. 

Nine modules per source circuit 

(typical) for elevated arrays 

(2,115 W, 7.81 Imp, 270.9 Vmp, 

8.44 Isc, 331.2 Voc), 14 mod-

ules per source circuit (typical) 

for lower roof areas (3,290 W, 

7.81 Imp, 421.4 Vmp, 8.44 Isc, 

515.2 Voc)

ARRAY INSTALLATION: DPW 

Solar POWER-FAB racking, 

single-ply membrane roof,  

180° azimuth, 10° tilt (typical)

ARRAY STRING COMBINERS:  

12 Satcon Solstice Subcombiners 

(SSB2509LNU), 2.9 kW maximum 

power, 50–600 Vdc input range,  

fixed-level 575 Vdc array output,  

15 A fuses

SYSTEM MONITORING: Integrated 

with building automation system

Do you have a recent PV  
or thermal project we should 
consider for publication in 
SolarPro?

Email details and photos to: 

projects@solarprofessional.com
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Thermal Overview
DESIGNER: Roger Huber, CEO, Swiss 

Solar Tech, swisssolartech.com

LEAD INSTALLER: Richard Steuble, 

Swiss Solar Tech

ANNUAL HEATING DEGREE-DAYS: 

3,431 base 65°F

RECORD LOW TEMPERATURE: -17°F

COLLECTOR ARRAY AREA: 450 sq. 

ft. (flat-plate collectors), 512 sq. ft. 

(evacuated-tube collectors, gross area)

AVERAGE ANNUAL PRODUCTION: 

73.2 MWh

Thermal Equipment  
Specifications
COLLECTORS: 18 Viessmann Vitosol 

200-F flat-plate, 11 Viessmann Vitosol 

200-T evacuated-tube

HEAT EXCHANGERS: Two Advanced 

Industrial Components (AIC) 

LB3120DW

PUMPS: Grundfos UPS26-150

STORAGE: Eight Bradford White 

120-gallon tanks

CONTROLS: ESAA Boehringer SONJA 

SR-5

FREEZE CONTROL: Closed-loop 

glycol

COLLECTOR INSTALLATION: Low-

slope roof, single-ply membrane, 

custom collector array mounts, 180° 

azimuth, 45° tilt

SYSTEM MONITORING: Direct digital 

control (DDC) with web-based data 

transfer

To provide students with the oppor-
tunity to compare technologies and 

relative system performance, Okanagan 
College’s solar water-heating system 
utilizes both flat-plate and evacuated-
tube collector technologies. The hot 
water generated is used for domestic 
water and space heating. At the time 
of publication, Swiss Solar Tech had 
installed and commissioned Phase One 
of the system, composed of 18 flat-plate 
collectors. Phase Two will include the 
addition of eleven 30-tube evacuated-
tube collectors. A direct digital control 
system transfers data such as collector 
temperatures, storage tank input  

and output temperatures, and energy 
production to a website for perfor-
mance evaluation.

Swiss Solar Tech installed the col-
lectors on custom-engineered racking. 
Unlike the PV arrays, the thermal collec-
tors were installed at a more traditional 
45° tilt angle to maximize energy produc-
tion during the seasons of highest hot-
water demand. Roof curbs were specified 
by the engineers and incorporated into 
the building and racking design. Because 
the system’s storage tanks are located in 
the building’s central mechanical room, 
the pipe run between the collectors and 
the tanks needed to be 148 feet. To mini-
mize heating losses, this design required 
special consideration during the thermal 
system installation.

“given that the PV and thermal systems 

were included in the original building design 

and all the various trades worked together, 

our installation was fairly smooth. The 

biggest challenge was coordinating all the 

aspects of construction to meet the federal 

government’s deadline for the incentives.”
—Tim Schulhauser, P. Eng.,  
SkyFire Energy 

Projects

SwiSS Solar TeCh
Okanagan College Centre of Excellence
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John and Laryna Rodriguez wanted 
to invest in a PV system that would 

offset a substantial portion of their 
energy needs. However, their home’s 
south-facing roof had room for only 
eight modules. To overcome this chal-
lenge, Photon Solar Power specified a 
SolarEdge inverter and power optimizer 
system that allows for multiple array 
orientations with a single inverter. The 
original plan was to install 16 additional 
modules on the home’s east-facing 
roof. After consulting 
with SolarEdge and Aleo 
Solar, the team decided 
to install the 16-module 
array on the west-facing 
roof to maximize energy 
production, mainly due to 
San Diego’s microclimate.

The combination 
of Quick Mount PV Flat 
Tile mounts and Unirac 
SolarMount racking 
made the rooftop instal-
lation flow smoothly. 
Initially, it took some time 
to determine the best 
method to mount the dc 
optimizers to the racking 

system and properly manage the conduc-
tors between the optimizers. Using a 
transformerless product also required 
an adjustment to our standard wiring 
and installation process. The monitoring 
system, which utilizes dc conductors for 
communication, is straightforward and 
easy to install and configure. The clients 
appreciate the module-level monitoring, 
and the SolarEdge products’ integrated 
safety features are a strong selling point.

“The Rodriguez residence 

was featured on the 2011 

San Diego Solar Homes 

Tour and drew a lot of 

attention due to the dual-

orientation array instal-

lation. After working out 

the initial kinks of using 

SolarEdge electronics on 

the rooftop, the added 

flexibility, increased 

energy harvest and moni-

toring tools have made 

the solution my default 

offering to clients.”

 —Pekka Laine, Photon 
Solar Power 

PHoTon SolAR PowER
Rodriguez Residence
Overview
DESIGNER AND LEAD INSTALLER: 

Pekka Laine, president, Photon Solar 

Power, photonsolarpower.com

DATE COMMISSIONED: June 2011

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 5 days

LOCATION: San Diego, CA, 33°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.72 kWh/m2/day

HIGH/LOW DESIGN TEMPERATURES: 

per solarabcs.org/permitting/map: 

79°F/41°F

ARRAY CAPACITY: 5.52 kW

ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 9,200 kWh

Equipment Specifications 
MODULES: 24 Aleo Solar S18.230, 

230 W STC, +4.99/-0 W, 7.90 Imp, 

29.1 Vmp, 8.44 Isc, 36.6 Voc

INVERTER: SolarEdge SE6000US, 

6 kW, 500 Vdc maximum input, 350 

Vdc nominal input voltage (fixed and 

controlled by inverter), 240 Vac output; 

24 SolarEdge Power Optimizers, 

PB250-AOB, 250 W, 60 Vdc maximum 

input, 5–60 Vdc MPPT range

ARRAY: 12 modules per source circuit 

(2,760 W, 7.9 Imp, 349.2 Vmp, 8.44 

Isc, 439.2 Voc), two circuits total 

(5,520 W, 15.8 Imp, 349.2 Vmp, 16.9 

Isc, 439.2 Voc) 

ARRAY INSTALLATION: Flush-to-

roof array, Quick Mount PV Flat Tile 

mounts, Unirac SolarMount racking; 

eight modules at 190° azimuth, 18° tilt; 

16 modules at 280° azimuth, 18° tilt

SYSTEM MONITORING: SolarEdge 

Monitoring Portal and Apple iPhone 

app
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Continuous Innovation.
 Greater Ef� ciency. Easier Installation.

Our most ef� cient module 
series yet, yielding over 18.5% 
average cell ef� ciency.

For residential and commercial 
applications where cost savings, 

installation time and aesthetics 
matter most.

The PANDA Series

The YGE-Z Series
For residential and commercial 

applications where cost savings, 
installation time and aesthetics 

matter most.

The YGE-Z Series

18. 5
%

AVERAGE CELL
EFFICIENCY

Yingli Solar, DC Power Systems and Solar Depot.
A powerful combination of innovation and distribution.

Learn more at solarnetholdings.com 

U.S. Soccer Powered by Yingli Solar

SOLAR DEPOT 

www.solarnetholdings.com


Off Grid • Grid Tied • Backup pOwer • rural elecTrificaTiOn • induSTrial • SmarT Grid 
 

Available worldwide. For more information, 

call (800) 423–6569, +1 (562) 236–3000 or visit us at TrojanBatteryRE.com

TYPE

 CAPACITY Amp-Hours (AH)

VOLTAGE
5-Hr 
Rate

20-Hr 
Rate

100-Hr 
Rate

IND9-6V 355 445 545 6 VOLT

IND13-6V 533 673 820 6 VOLT

IND17-6V 711 897 1090 6 VOLT

IND23-4V 977 1233 1500 4 VOLT

IND29-4V 1245 1570 1910 4 VOLT

When failure is not an option and reliable power is absolutely essential - you’re in Trojan 
territory. Introducing Trojan’s industrial line - the newest addition to our lineage of 
high-quality batteries. 
 
Specifically engineered to support renewable energy systems with large daily loads that 
cycle regularly, the industrial line delivers high-capacity power when you need it 
the most. Exceptionally dependable and powerful, the industrial line delivers 1,500 
cycles at 80% depth-of-discharge and unmatched performance in your grid-tied or off-
grid PV system. 

Trojan’s proprietary deep-cycle technology and over 85 years of battery know how 
make the industrial line the most reliable battery on the market. Backed by 
specialized technical support teams and world-class warranty – Trojan means reliability.

TrOjan’S new IndustrIal lIne
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